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1.1

Introduction

Author

Very little is known about Giridharabhatta,
the author of the Caturacintamar:ii
(Clever Wish-Fulfilling Gem), but we can probably identify him with the Giridharabhatta who wrote a Jaganmar:ii, since both authors call their fathers VIrabhatta
(Birabhatta in the present manuscript) and most of the extant manuscripts of both
works have come from the north-western India (see CESS A2, 126b, and A5, 87a).
He mentions the date Saka 1509 = A.D. 1587 in the latter work (CESS A2, 126b ).
He is also, probably, the author of a Tajakasabdaugha, who calls his father SrI
VIrabhatta in the colophon and Vanibhatta in the first verse (CESS A5, 87a).
In two verses of the Caturacintamar:ii, a king (nrpati/saha)
called Sridani
("wealth-giver") is the main character in mathematical examples. Sridani is a generous king who offers horses and money to meritorious men (in Verse 21) and towns
to his devotees (in Verse 85). Giridhara seems to have had some connection with
the king Sridani, if he was a real king.

1.2

Contents

and sectioning

of the Caturacintiima'l},i

The Caturacintamar:ii is a book on patI (algorithms), and consists of 89 (and a
few additional) verses of rules and examples on arithmetical problems including
mensuration (or geometry). Most of the examples are given answers without a
working process. There is no new topic in this work, but some topics are treated
from a new point of view, and others are given new formulas or solutions (see the
next section).
As is usual with a small mathematical treatise in Sanskrit, the CaturacintamarJ,i
does not have a clear division of its contents into chapters, but seems to more or less
follow the sectioning of the Lflavatf (A.D. 1150) of Bhaskara II. This is but natural
since the Lflavatf was the best known, standard book of patI in medieval India.
The contents of the Caturacintamar:ii are as follows. The sectioning and the
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section numbers are tentative. Notation: (A) indicates that A does not actually
exist in the manuscript and has been supplied by me. v. = verse. a, b, c, and d
after a verse number designate the four quarters of the verse.
l. Introduction (v. 1).
2. Weights and measures (paribha§a, v. 2).
3. Eight elementary operations of integers and fractions (karma§taka, v. 3).
4. Miscellaneous ( (prakfrr;aka)) operations (vv. 4-36).
Reversed operation.
((Vv. 4cd-15 and 17ab are missing; Rule of concurrence was probably included
here (see under vv. 54-5 7).))
Divisibility.
Property of a traveling merchant.
Various equations of the first degree.
Rules of three, of five, of seven, and of nine.
Inverse rule of three.
Barter.
5. Practical mathematics of mixture ((misrakavyavahara), vv. 37-40).
Proportional distribution.
Equation of properties.
Interest.
6. Practical mathematics of series (srerjhivyavahara, vv. 41-51).
Natural ser., square ser., cubic ser., and geometric progression.
Arithmetic progression.
Equations of journeys of two travelers.
7. Practical mathematics of plane figures (k§etravyavahara, vv. 52-76).
Sides and area of a right-angled triangle.
Areas of regular polygons.
( (Vv. 58b-64 are missing.))
Circle and sphere.
Segment of a circle.
Irregular figures (fish-like, moon-digit-like, and drum-like figures).
8. Rules for shadows (dzpacchayavidhi, vv. 77-80).
Shadow of a gnomon illuminated by a lamp.
Height of a bamboo stalk.
9. Rules for magic squares (sarvatobhadravidhi, vv. 81-86).
Quasi-magic squares.
Magic squares of odd and even orders.
Magic squares having any optional constant sum.
10. Concluding remarks (vv. 87-89).
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The contents and the sectioning of the Lfliivati are as follows.
1. Weights and measures (paribhii$ii, including introductory remarks).
2. Determination of the names of decimal places ( sa1J1,khyiisthiinanir'T},aya).
3. Eight elementary operations (parikarmii$taka).
Integers.
Fractions.
Zero.
4. Miscellaneous (prakfr'T},aka)operations.
Reversed operation.
Operation with an optional number.
Operation with inequality (normal forms of equations).
Operation with squares (a certain type of quadratic equations).
Operation with a multiplier (a certain type of quadratic equations).
Rule of three and inverse rule of three.
Rules of five, of seven, etc.
Barter.
5. Practical mathematics of mixture ( misrakavyavahiira).
Interest.
Investment and proportional distribution of gain.
Filling a pond with water through several pipes.
Buying and selling.
Equation of properties after the exchange of jewels.
Purity of gold.
Combination.
6. Practical mathematics of series (sre¢hf vyavahiira).
Natural ser., square ser., etc.
Arithmetic progression.
Geometric progression.
Number of meters.
7. Practical mathematics of plane figures (k$etravyavahiira).
Right-angled triangles.
Triangles and quadrilaterals.
Circle and sphere.
8. Practical mathematics of ditches (khiitavyavahiira).
9. Practical mathematics of brick-piling ( citivyavahiira).
10. Practical mathematics of timber-sawing (kriikacikavyavahiira).
11. Practical mathematics of heaped-up grain ( riisivyavahiira).
12. Practical mathematics of shadows ( chiiyiivyavahiira).
13. Pulverizer (kutpaka, indeterminate equations of the first degree).
14. Net of digits (ankapiisa, combinatorics).
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of the Caturacintamani

A comparative study of the Caturacintiima'T},i with other Sanskrit mathematical
works including the Lfliivatz (abbr. L) shows the following features of the Caturacintiima'J'},i.
"Weights and measures" (v. 2) and "Eight elementary operations" (v. 3) have
been greatly abridged.
2. The section on various equations of the first degree (vv. 22-29) under the
"Miscellaneous operations" has been elaborated, only a few of them having
been treated in the L. The topic is common in books on algebra like Bhaskara
II's Bfjaga'T},ita,but Giridhara's treatment of systems of linear equations (vv.
24-27) is unique.
3. The application of the i$takarman ( "computation by optional number" or regula
falsi) to a system of linear equations (v. 30) is rare.
4. The vertical arrangement of the three terms of the rule of three (vv. 32-35ab)
is very rare.
5. Out of the eight kinds of "practical mathematics", which have been fully dealt
with in the L (Sections 5-12), only four, namely, mixture, series, plane figures,
and shadows are taken up; and only two sections, namely, those for series and
plane figures, retain the name, "practical mathematics".
6. Giridhara's approximate formula for the area of an equilateral trilateral (v. 58a),
given in terms of its side, is very rare in India, though several other attempts
for the same purpose are known to have existed.
7. The value of 7r, 1889/600 (= 3;8,54 when expressed sexagesimally), used in the
Caturacintama'T},i(vv. 64-65) has not been attested in any other Indian works.
8. The "correction by one-twentieth" is made in the calculations of the surface area
of a sphere (v. 65) and of the area of a segment of a circle (v. 10a). The resulting
formula in each case implicitly corresponds to: 7r = 63/20 (= 3; 9), although it
is not certain whether this value was recognized as 7r by Indian mathematicians.
9. The formula for an accurate calculation of the area of a segment of a circle (v.
70) is peculiar to Giridhara.
10. Like Sr1dhara's Trisatika (rule 44), Aryabhata Il's Mahiisiddhiinta (15.101) and
Narayal).a's Ga'T},itakaumudf(part 2, pp. 10-13), the Caturacintiimar:i,i (vv. 7376) treats irregular plane figures such as a fish-like figure. Giridhara's treatment
is, however, different from others': Giridhara reduces them into segments of a
circle (curvilinear figures) while others mostly reduce them into triangles or
quadrilaterals (rectilinear figures). The L contains none of them.
11. The two topics, the pulverizer and the net of digits, which have been included
in the L and in Narayal).a's Ga'T},itakaumudf,have been omitted by Giridhara.
12. As in Narayal).a's Gar:i,itakaumudf, the last section of the Caturacintiima'T},i
l.
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is devoted to magic squares, which are not treated in the L. Narayal).a and
Giridhara use similar terms for "a magic square": the former calls it a bhadra
("good one" or "lucky one") while the latter a sarvatobhadra ("one which is
good for all directions or purposes"). Giridhara also uses cakra ( "a disk" or "a
diagram") for a magic square, which is unique to him. Thakkura Pheru uses
jarJ?,ta ( = Skt. yantra, "apparatus" or "diagram") in his Gar:,,itasara. There is
no indication that Giridhara has been influenced by Narayal).a or by Thakkura
Pheru. Instead, Giridhara's methods for constructing magic squares of even and
oddly-even orders contain Islamic elements, while his method for odd orders
seems to be unique. The word, saha ( "a king"), of Persian origin, occurs once
in an example for magic squares (v. 85).

1.4

Manuscripts

Ms.: Jaipur City Palace Library, Pul).c;larika Collection, Jyoti~a Section, No. 57.
Folios 1-14. Incomplete: folios 2, 3, 9 and 10 are missing. DevanagarI. Written
finely. 7 to 9 lines to a page, and about 30 letters ( ak§aras) to a line.
Use of "b" for "v" is a characteristic feature in the phonology of the present
manuscript (bilomabidhi for vilomavidhi, sarba for sarva, bada for vada, etc.).
The numbering of verses in the manuscript is made according to the order of
the second hemistitches of the verses. Therefore, when a verse is divided into two
halves, each of which prescribes a rule, and another verse for an example is inserted
in between the two halves, the first half of the first verse is not numbered in the
manuscript and the second verse is numbered before the second half of the first
verse. See, for example, Verse 22ab + Verse 21 + Verse 22cd, Verse 35ab + Verse
34 + Verse 35cd, etc. I have supplied the number for the first half of the first verse
in such cases.
A Caturacarucintamar:,,i of Giridhara Bhatta is listed in the Catalogue of Sanskrit
Manuscripts in the Punjab University Library, Lahore 1932/41 (see CESS A2, 126b).
This seems to be another manuscript of the same work (see the second quarter of
Verse 1 for the addition of the word, caru, in the title), but it has not so far been
available to me.
Acknowledgment
I express my sincere gratitude to Professor David Pingree of Brown University
and the authorities of the Jaipur City Palace Library, thanks to whom I have had
access to the Jaipur manuscript. I am also grateful to Professor Pingree for his
useful suggestions for improving this article.
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Text

srigaI,J.esaya nama}:i // srigurubhyo nama}:i // srisuryaya nama}:i //

lb

praI,J.amya gurum acyutarµ gaI,J.apatirµ girisarµ girarµ
suv:rttam amalarµ sphutarµ caturacarucintamaI,J.irµ /
camatk:rtikararµ 2 pararµ gaI,J.akamaI,J.c;lalimaI,J.c;lanarµ
pravacmi gaI,J.itarµk:rtI giridhara}:i sudhisarµmude / / 1 / / 3
desakalajanita}:i paribha~a}:i lokata}:i prathamatas tv avagamya
kalpanarp. 4 tadapavarttanakarµ va sarµvidhaya gaI,J.itarµparisadhyarµ / / 2 / / 5
yogo viyogo gm;ianarµ vibhago
vargo ghanas catra tayos ca mule /
karmm~takarµ bhinnam abhinnakarµ va
jiieyarµ tu tat sadgurusarµpradayat / / 3 / / 6
atha vilomavidhau

7

sutrarµ /

yutau viyogo viyutau ca yogo guI,J.eh:rtir haravidhau

8

guI,J.a(rµca / 4ab / 9

10

. . . ) lkair nnisi /
h:rtva cauryel).a tacchi~tarµ pratar nitarµ vibhajya ca /
svasvarµsarµ tat kiyad dravyarµ dak~o (')si gaI,J.itevada / 16 / 11
dhanarµ 1024 (/ /)
sutrarµ /
1

The symbol,

I, indicates

the beginning of a page, obverse (designated a) or reverse (b), of a folio

with the folio number in margin.
2

-krti'f!I, kara'f!I,.

3

P:i;thvI meter. Hereafter, I provide the name of the meter at the end of each stanza.

4

tkalpanii'f!I,.

5

Svagata.

6

Indravajra.

7

bilomabidhau.

8

hiirabidhau.

9

Upendravajra

(half stanza).

10

Folios 2 and 3, which contain Verses 4cd-15 and 17ab, are missing.

11

Anul?tubh. / 16 / at the end of the previous line (after ca). See Verse 34 for a similar confusion

in numbering.

4a
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ca sa:rp.khyasa:rp.hatisca gal).ita:rp.dravil).a:rp.syat / 17(cd) / 12

(/)

navabhir brahmaJ).air nita:rp. dhana:rp. nisse~ata:rp. gata:rp. /
visvais ca manubhis tattvais 13 taddhana:rp. syat kiyad vada / 18 / / 14
dhana:rp. 40950 (/ /)
sutra:rp. /
i~ta:rp.rupa:rp. kalpa cadha(9)sthita:rp. tad 15
urdhva:rp.16 datta:rp. sthapayet tad yathokta:rp. /
hatva da(t)tva tad guJ).e~ta:rp.tareJ).a
bhakta:rp. mana:rp.jayate 'jiiatarase9 / 19 // 17
uda /
yadi gata dhanino vyayato dasa
dviguJ).am urvarita:rp. ca tatha dasa /
samabhavan nagaratritaye tv ida:rp.
dvigw;iam eti dhana:rp. vada tat kiyat 18

/

20 //

19

dhana:rp..35 (/ /)
sutra:rp../
dravya:rp.tara:rp.vajiviyogabhakta:rp.
tad vajimulya:rp. dhanamulyatulye / (22ab / /) 20
uda" /
ekasmai gw;iine C)rpita:rp. Il.TI)atina sr1danina vajinarµ I
~atka:rp.rupa.sata:rp. tathanyaguJ).ine rup~taka:rp. vajina9 /
~tau tulyadhanav ubhav 21 api yada jatau tu tau vajina9
12

Svagata (half stanza).

13

vi.frail 3scamanubhi14stvatvai25s.

14

An~ubh.

15

-sthitaf)'lcatad.

16

rii.paf)l.

11salinf.
18

titkif)'lyat.

19

Drutavilambita.

20

Half Indravajra.

21

-dhaniibubhiiv.

22

vajine.

4b
22
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millya:rp. capi kiyad dhana:rp. vada tada dak~o (')si ced dak~i:r;ia/ 21 / 23
asvamillya:rp. 46 samadhana:rp. 376 (/ /)
siltra:rp. /
gajadikas 24 cet p:rthag eva hatvabhI~tena yogarµ ca vidhaya sadhya:rp. // 22 (cd) / 25
uda:.0

/

da(t)tva pilrvodita:rp. caika:rp. dve ratne dvau trayo gajal). /
datta(l).) krame:r;ia ratnebhavajimillyani 26 me vada / 23 (/ /) 27
ratna 1

gaja 2

a 2 86

ril 100

29
gaja vi:rp.satya gu:r;ia.
asva 30 dasagu:r;ia rilpe~u

ratna 2 gaja 3 a 8
ril 8
k~epyal).
pilrvaval labdha:rp. ratnamillya:rp. 52 / gajamillyarµ 20 asvamillya:rp.
10 samadhana:rp. 252 / pararµ tu tathe~tena 31 gu:r;ianiya:rp.yatha rilpa:rp.tarad
vastva:rp.taram anyapak~aga:rp. syat / /
siltra:rp. /
ced dhanino bahavas tatra kramatas ta(d)dvayor dvayol). /
yogarµ k:rtvasak:rd 32 yava(d) dvaya:rp. pilrvoktavat 33 tatal). / 24 / 34
uda 0

/

dvilcatul).pa:rp.casaptasvas catur:r;ia:rp.dhanina:rp. (tatha /)
arkaghnal). 35 sivasaptak~abhuvas cen millyam adisa ; 25 / / 36
23

SardulavikrI<;lita.

24

§te, between kii and see, crossed out.

25

Upajati (half stanza).

26

ratnoseabhaviiji-.

sea, between no and bha, crossed out.

27

Anu~tubh.
28 ii.
29

gur;iiil;t.

30

asviil;t 1.

31

§te, between ta and the, crossed out.

32

krtvii 'sakrd.

33

-bat.

34

Anu~tubh (1st pada is hypermetric).

35

arkal 2ghnii.

36

Anu~tubh.

5a
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2
4
5
7

ru
ru
ru
ru

132
84
60
12

asvamulyarµ 24 samadhanarµ

180 //

gajadikas ced dhaninarµ tadanirµ yathe~tam ekasya vidhaya mulyarµ /
rupe~u nik~ipya puroktavat tanmulyarµ hi sadhyarµ samamulyavitte / 26 / 37
uda 0

I

yadi gaja 38 dvicatul).sarasarµmita
nagadisak~imitas 39 ca turarµgamal). /
gajayama vi~ayas 40 ca gm;ia dhanarµ
dasagu:r;ia vada mulyadhanarµ kiyat / 27 / 41
ga 2 a 7
ru 280
gajal). satagu:r;ial).asvamulyarµ 10 (/ atha) va dasagu:r;iita
ga 4 a 10 ru 50
ga 5 a 2
ru 30
asval). jatarµ gajamulyarµ 100 / / samadhanarµ 550 (/ /)
sutrarµ /
yatheccham ekasya vidhaya vittarµ tad anyaruponitam asvabhaktarµ /
mulyarµ tu tau sto yadi tulyavittau mithohatel). syad yadi nasti ruparµ / 28 / 42
udac //

5b

!

yadasvas ta evarpita rupakas ced
vilomena tau tulyavittau bhavetarµ /
tada vajimulyarµ tayor va navasva
nakhasva na ruparµ pi;thag me pracak~va / 29 / 43
adyasyasrnmulyarµ kalpitarµ 50 (/) adyasya dhanarµ 308 (/ /)
a 6 ru 8
a 8 ru 100
dvitiyasyasvamulyarµ 26 (/) samadhanarµ 308 / / atha dvitiyodahara:r;ie I a 9 I
adyasyasvamulyarµ
37

20 / dvifiyasyasvamulyarµ

9 (/) samadhanarµ

180 / /

Upajati.

38 gajii];.
39

ka, between k§i and mi, crossed out; a vertical stroke written left of tii crossed out.

40

bi§ayiii.

41

Drutavilambita.

42

Upendravajra.

43

Bhujangaprayata.

127 / corrected.

~
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sutrai:p. /
i~to 'svadikamityaptal). phalaikyena vibhajitai:p. 44 /
asvadikaikamulyaikyam i~taghnai:p. sarvamulyakai:p. 45
uda

/

30 / 46

0
//

arkkadvyabdhimita(l).) krTta asvebho~tral). samena cet /
asvadikaikamulyaikyai:p. trisatT taddhanai:p. vada / 31 / 47
jatai:p. dhanai:p. 360 asvamulyai:p. 30 gajamulyai:p. 180 u~tramulyai:p. 90 / /
atha trairasike sutrai:p. /
samajatT pramal).ecche karye cecchahatai:p. phalai:p. / I
icchaphalai:p. pramal).attai:p. vyaste vyastavidhir bhavet / 32 / 48
e~a trairasikavidhil).
pai:p.casaptanavadike /
svalparasivadhenaiva bahurasivadhai:p. bhajet / 33 / 49
icchapak~ai:p. phale nTte tadvadho bahurasijal). / (35ab /) 50

6a

uda /
pai:p.cakena yadi ~at kim il-'?tabhir masi ced dasasu va tada kati /
labhyate yadi phalai:p. janatrayat pai:p.cakat kati tada p:rthag vada / / 34 / / 51
5
6
8
traira

mal

10
5
8
6
pai:p.cara52

pha 161 //
sutrai:p.

ja 3
5
mal
10
8
5
6
saptara

trai · pha

48

pai:p.carasiphalai:p. 96 saptara

5

II II

mulyam anyonyapak~asthai:p. bhal).c;lakapratibhal).c;lake / 35 (cd /) 53
44

bibhajiarµ.

45

sarba-.

46

Anur;;tubh.

47

Anur;,tubh.

48

Anu 9tubh.

49

Anur;;tubh.

50

Anu 9tubh (half stanza).

51

Rathoddhata..

52parµca
53

II

34

II

I/.

Anu 9tubh (half stanza).

at the end of the prose comment on this verse (after pha 161

I!).

·
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I

sriphalani yadi saptakena ~at puga~a~tir iha rupakais tribhil;t
sriphalatritayakena 55 pugakan anayasva vigal).ayya vetsi cet / 36 // 56
jatarp. 70 (/ /)
sutrarp. /
misrahatarp. svasvadhanarp.
dhanasarp.yogair bhajed dhanaphalarp. I syat / (38ab /) 57
uda 0

I

parp.ca sapta nava manavais tribhis carpital;t samakalarp.tarel).a cet /
kasyacit tu tata eva saptatis cagata vada kiyad dhanarp. p:rthak / 37 / 58
16

23

2
3

1
3

30

sutrarp. /
narahatadanavihinai
uda.0

ratnair i~te h:rte mulyarp. / 38(cd) / 59

/

ma:i;iikyanilarathavajigajan kramel).a
dignagabhanudinasaptamitan
vilabdha(l;t) / 60
smp;va puroktasapatharp. nijavastu caikarp.
dat(t)va mitho dvijavaras ca tada sama(l;t) syul;t (/) 39 / 61
ma 10 nI 8 ra 12 va 15 ga 7 (/) jatani kramel).a mulyani ma 42 nI62 70 ra 30 va 21
ga 105 samadhanarp. 4 78 (/ /)
sutrarp. (/)
kalo bhaven masaphalarp.taraptarp.
54

srzuda°.

55

-trtayakena.

56

Rathoddhata.

57

Arya (first half).

58

Rathoddhata.

59

Arya (second half).

60

An unknown letter, like

61

Vasantatilaka.

62mz.

mrin

Sarada, after the daI).9-a.

6b
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dhanai:p.taralat sati sai:p.bhave tu j (39a /) 63
uda 0

;

dvi~atkalai:p.tarav:rddhau trisatai:p. dvisatai:p. samarpitai:p. yena /
yadi sakalai:p.taradhanayo};i samata syat kena kalena j 40 / 64
labdha};i.65 kala};i 25 / /

I atha

//

srec;lhivyavahare sutrai:p. / /

7a

saikapadena hatai:p. padakhai:p.c;lai:p.sai:p.kalitai:p.ca tad ekacayena /
dvighnapadena hatai:p. kuyutena 66 ramah:rtai:p. k:rtisai:p.yutir atra / 41 / 67
sai:p.kalitasya k:rtir ghanayoge 68 yugmapade dalite sati varga};i (/)
syad e~a vidhis tu padasya layai:p.tai:p./ 42 / 69
ojapade vividhau gm_1aka};i
:vyutkramato gu:r;iajai:p.k:rtijai:p. yat tatphalam ekavihinitam aptai:p. /
vyekagu:r;iena70 phalai:p. mukhanighnai:p. tad bhavatiha gu:r;iegu:r;iitaikyai:p./ 43 / 71
uda 0

;

masi sai:p.kalitai:p.vargayutii:p. ghanayutii:p. tatha /
dvimukhai:p. pai:p.cagu:r;iitai:p.tadaikyai:p. ca p:rthag vada / 44

/72

padai:p. 30 / sai:p. 465 vargaikyai:p. 9455 73 ghanaikyai:p. 216225 gu:r;iitaikyai:p.
(465661287307739257812 //)
sutrai:p. /
vyekapadaghnacayarddhayug
adir gacchahatas ca yalthecchacaye syat /
vyekapadaghnacayarddhavih.Inai:p. sai:p.kalitai:p.padabhajitam adi};i (/) 45 /74
padah:rtai:p. ga:r;iitai:p.mukhahinitai:p. vikupadarddhah:rtai:p. 75 pracayo bhavet /
63

Upajati (half stanza). Its counterpart

64

Arya. The jagal).a as the 1st Caturmatra

65

labdha1J1,.

66

kuyuta1J1,tad.

67

Dodhaka.

68

ghanayoge /.

69

Dodhaka.

70

aikagm;iena.

71

Dodhaka.

72

Anui?tubh.

73

9320.

74

Dodhaka.

75

viku1padii-.

is not found.
is irregular.
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cayagul).air dvigul).air 76 gal).itair yuta cayadaladiviyogakrtil_i padarp. / 46 / 77
vimukham uttarakharp.~ayutarp. ca tad
bhavati gaccha ihottarabhajitarp. / (48ab /) 78
uda 0

/

adye dine dasa tatas caturuttarel).a
kascij janal_i pracalito (')nudinarp. ca masi /
svasthanam eti vada 79 me kati yojanani
tebhyo mukharp. pracayam atra padarp. vicarya / 4 7 / 80
yo 2040 /
sutrarp. /
mrdugatir gul).it(a) divasarp.tarair gativiyogah:rtaptadinair
uda 0

yutil_i / 48(cd) / 81

/

yo yojanatrikagatis calitas ca pa.scan
masatraye (')pi ca gate calito jano 'nyal_i /
yolgas tayor 82 nava gati(l_i) prativasararp. ca
dak~o (')si ced vada dinail_i katibhir drutarp. me / 49 / 83

8a

di 45 //
sutrarp. / /
niyatagatir ya dvigul).a dviguJ).amukhona cayanvita pracayalabdha
uda 0

/

eko janal.1 pratidinarp. satam eti canyal_i
parp.cottareJ).a ca kada yutir etayol_i syat // 51 85 (ab) / 86
sutrarp. /
76

ddhigu~air.

77

Drutavilambita.

78

Drutavilambita

79

bada.

80

Vasantatilaka.

81

Drutavilambita

82

tuyor.

83

Vasantatilaka.

84

Meter? Without pracaya it would be the first half of an Arya stanza.

85

50.

86

Vasantatilaka

(half stanza).

(half stanza).

(half stanza).

/ (50ab /) 84
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yogal_i/ (50cd /) 87

I

siltasvin1 pathi satarp. yadi yati balo
hy ekottarel).a ca kada yutir etayol_i syat // 51(cd) / 88
di 199 //
atha k~etravyavahare siltrarp. /
karl).Odol_ikotivargaikyan millarp. dol_ikarl).ayostatha (/)
vargarp.tarat padarp. kotil.i srutikotyos tatha bhujal_i / 52 / 89
uda 0

/

yatra kotir n:rpas carkko bhujas tatra srutirp. vada /
kotirp. ca 90 dol_isrultibhyarp. me bhujarp. ca srutikotital_i / 53 //
atha kayoscid yogarp.tare jiiate bhujakotikarl).anam
karal).artharp. siltrarp. /

91

ekatame ca jiiate p:rthak-

bhujakarl).aikyabhaktas cet kotivargas tadarp.tararp. /
tatha tadarp.tarel).aptal_i kotivargas tu tadyutil_i / 54 (/) 92
kotikarl).aikyabhaktas ced bhujavargas tadarp.tararp. /
karl).akotyarp.tarel).apto bhujavargas tu tadyutil_i / 55 (/) 93
bhujakotyaikyavargonat karl).avarga(d) dvisarp.gul).at /
millarp. tadarp.tararp. jiieyarp. arp.tarel).a tatha yutil_i / / 56 / 94
tatal_i sarp.kramasiltrel).a kuryan manadvayarp. tatal_i /
bhujakotivadhasyarddharp. tatra k~etraphalarp. bhavet // 57 / 95
bhuja 12 ko 16 k~etraphalarp. 96 /
atha samatryasradfaarp. 96 k~etraphalartharp. siltrarp. /
87

Arya (second half).

88

Vasantatilaka

89

Anu~tubh.

(half stanza).

90va.
91

Anu~tubh.

92

Anu~tubh.

93

Anui?tubh.

94

Anu~tubh.

95

Anu~tubh.

96

sama?i tryasrii-.

8b
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...
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I paridhi};i

31/29 paridher

. . . / 58ab /

vyasa};i 10 k:;;etraphalarp. 78/42 gole phalarp.

314/50 (/)
sutrarp. (/)
trighnI vyasak:rti(s) sthularp. phalarp. gole nakharp.sayuk /
vyasaghnarp. tac ca :;;ac;lbhaktarp.golagarbhe ghanatmakarp. / 65 / 99
golaphalarp. 100 sthularp. (315) su 314/50 ghanaphalarp. su 524/47 //
paridhiJ:i 31/29

vya.saJ:i
10
k~etraphalarµ 78 / 42 / /
gole phalarµ 314/50 /
golagarbhe
ghanapha
laiµ 524 /

101
atha v:rtte jyavyasasaranayanarp.

/

vyasajyayutivivarahate};i padarp. yat tadunita};i kar.l).a};i/
dalito va.l).Ovisaravyasahate:;;o};i padarp. dvighnarp. / 66 ;1°2
jiva tadarddhavarga(c)
charabhaktaptac;lhyasayako vyasa};i /
srutyabdhighatayugjyalabdharp.103 jivarp.ghriparp.casarp.gu.l).arp.vargam 104 / 67 / 105
paridher v:rtik:rtipadas tadunito 'smat padarp. tena /
h1narp. paridhidalarp. syac caparp. vak:;;(y)e phalarp. catra / 68 / 106
97

amariibdhi433gu1J,ii. End of folio 8.

98

Folios 9 and 10, which contain Verses 58b-64, are missing.

99

Anu~tubh.

100

sthiigolaphala'T[I,.

101

Fig. 1: Circle and sphere.

k15etraphala'T[I,
78/42//

The figure contains

C.
102
103

the statement:

vyiisaJ:,,10 paridhiJ:,, 31/29

gale phala'T[I,314/50/ golagarbhe ghanaphala'T[I,524/. See Fig. la in Appendix

Arya.
srutyavdhiJ:,, 4 ghiita-.

104

-sa'T[l,gu'T},iid
vargiit.

105

Giti with an extra guru at the end.

106

Upagiti.

lla
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I

v:rttak~etre dasajvyase jya~tau tatra sara:rp. vada 107 j
saraj jiva:rp. sarajyabhya:rp. vyasa:rp. capamiti:rp. p:rthak (/) 69 / 108
vyasa 10 val).a 2 jya 8 capa 9/15 /

vya 10

jya 8
dhanul:_i sara 2

109

9/15

capaphale sutra:rp. /
capajyayutikha:rp.<;la:rp.dvidhe~uJ).a<;lhya:rp.
vihinitarp. 110 ca tayol). (/)
ghatac charak:rtigul).itan mula:rp. dvighna:rp. trihi;t phala:rp. cape j 70 (/) 111
vaJ).o sthularp. va sarajivayogarddhaghno
nakharp.sasa:rp.yuktal). (/ 70a /) 112
uda

0
//

vaJ).as tat(t)vamito yatra capa:rp. pa:rp.cottara:rp. sata:rp. / /
jya sapt~tamita
mitra tatra k~etraphala:rp. vada / 71 / 113
capaphala:rp. 1545 /

jya 87
capak;;etre phalaJ:!1 1545
sthillaf!l va 14 70

114

107

bada.

108

Anuf:ltubh.

109

Fig. 2: Arc and chord in a circle. The figure contains the statement:

(uncorrected)
110

vyii 10 jyii 8 dhanul:,, 915/

.fora 2. See Fig. 2a in Appendix C.

vihahznita'f!l,.

n1Giti.
112

Meter? Without

no counterpart

va~o or sthiila'f!l, it would be the first half of an Arya stanza, but there seems

to this hemistitch.

113

Anuf:ltubh.

114

Fig. 3: Segment of a circle. The figure contains the statement:

1545 sthiila'f!l, vii 1470. See Fig. 3a in Appendix C.

sii 25 jyii 87 ciipak§etre phala'f!l,

llb
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atha matsyak~etraphale

149

sutrarp. /

matsyak~etre matsyapucchasyasutrarp.
tat syaj jiva capavattatphalaikyarp. // (73ab /) 115
uda 0

//

~at~a~tipramitarp. sutrarp. 116 yatra matsyodare dhanu]:i /
118 phalarp. kiyat / 72 / 119
trisaJptatimitarp. 117 tat(t)vamito bal).a(}:1)
phalarp. 1156 /
k~etraphala~ 1156//

dhanu 73

sa
Sil

25

66

dhanu 73

120

atha carp.drakalak~etraphale sutrarp. (/)
carp.drak~etre 'dhodhanur jyarp. prakalpya
tat syat spa~tarp. capavat sadhayitva / 73(cd) / 121
uda 0

//

navanakhapramitarp. saradigmitarp. 122
yadi dhanu):i khasarapramita]:i 123 sara]:i (/)
sasikalasu phalarp. vada me tada
yadi tavatitara gal).ite gati):i // 74 // 124
pha 4960 /
115

Sa.linI (half stanza).

116

sii.trarri 66.

117

-mitarri 73.

118

baTJ,a25.

119

Anu~tubh.

12

°Fig. 4: Fish-like figure. The figure, which has been written in between the first and the second

quarters

of the uda.haraI_1a, contains the statement:

1156 //.

See Fig. 4a in Appendix C.

121

Sa.linI (half stanza).

122

navanakhapramitarri

123

khasara50pramital},.

124

Drutavilambita.

209 saradigmitarri 105.

dhanu 73

sa25

sii 66 dhanu 73 kl}etraphalarri

12a
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50

125

dhanu 105
k~etraphalarµ 4960

atha durp.dubhik~etre sutrarp. /
parsvabhujaikyarp. capal). saro mukharddharp. 126 jyaka srutir dvighnal). /
sadhyarp. tato dhanurvat phalarp. sphutarp. durp.dubhik~etre / 75 / 127
uda 0

//

durp.dubhau satadalarp. ca tanmukharp.
parsvabahuyutir ak~adigmita 128 (/)
sarddhalvahniyugasarp.mita}:1 129 srutis
tatra me vada phalarp. kiyad bhavet / 76

12b

/1

30

pha 1545 (/)
mukha 50

parsva
bhuja

pha 1545

-13/ 30
bhujaJ:i.

52/30

52/30

131

atha dipacchayavidhau

sutrarp. / /

dipasarp.kuvivaraghnasarp.kuto bha bhaved vinaradipabhajitat
125

/

Fig. 5: Moon-digit-like figure. The figure, which has been written in between the first and the sec-

ond quarters of the udaharai;ia, contains the statement:

dhanu~ 209

sa50 dhanu

105 k~etraphalaTfl,

4960. The dhanu~ 209 has been written vertically in margin. See Fig. 5a in Appendix C.
126

mu§arddhaT(I,.

121

Arya.

128

ak§adigmita 105.

129

-mita~ 43/30.

130

Rathoddhata.

131

Fig. 6: Drum-like figure. The figure contains the statement:

52/30 bhuja~ 52/30 pha 1545. See Fig. 6a in Appendix C.

mukha 50 karry,a~43/30 parsvabhuja
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151

bhah:rtan narayutai:µ phalai:µ tato dipakaucyam athava tu tad bhavet j 77 / 132
bhagUJ).Ovinaradipako h:rta]:i sai:µkuna bhavati dipasai:µkubhu]:i I (79ab /) 133
uda 0

//

sai:µkudipatalabhu radonmita dipakocchritir ihabhra~al).mita /
dvadasai:µgulanarasya bham ito dipakaucyam iha cai:µtarai:µ vada 134 j 78

/135

dipasai:µkvai:µtarabhu(]:i) 32 dipocchriti]:i 6(0) chaya (8 /) 136
sutrai:µ //
va:rp.sabhagul).itasai:µkur ah:rta]:i sai:µkubhabhir iha vai:µsamanakai:µ / 79(cd) / 137
uda 0

//

samabhuvi yadi vel).or bha bhavet kha~tiitulya 138
dasaparimitasai:µkor bha yada vedatulya /
gal).aka vada 139 mamagre vai:µsamanai:µ kiyat syad
yadi gal).itavidhane tvai:µ pradhano (')si vidvan / 80 / 140
va:rp.samanai:µ 400 (/ /)
atha sarvatobhadravidhau

sutrai:µ / /

adital;i kramatas cai:µka lekhya]:i pai:µktyai:µtako~thakat 141 /
adho vilikhya 142 tatp:r~tam apurya 143 ca puna]:i puna]:i / 81 / 144
vi~me va same ('i:µ)kanam evai:µ sama 145 yutir bhavet /
tadadir madhyapai:µktyai:µ ca sthapaniyas tata]:i kramat j 82 /146
132

Rathoddhata.

133

Rathoddhata

(half stanza).

134badal).
135

Rathoddhata.

136

A space for two ~aras

137

Rathoddhata

138

khii§til BOtulyii.

139bada.

140

MalinL
141-ko§takiit.
142

vili§ya.

143

iipiirvya.

144

Anu~tubh.

145

samaTJ1,.

146

Anu~tubh.

is left blank after chiiyii.

(half stanza).

13a
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152

ekako~thapacitaya. 147 vama:rp. sadhyas tu pa:rp.ktaya]:i (/)
vi~ame sarvatobhadre vidhir e~a prakirttita]:i / 83 /148
same ca prathamat ko~thad 149 ekatas tad(d)vaya:rp.tare /
dvike dvike likhed 150 a:rp.kan tato vama:rp. tathaikata]:i / 84 / 151
atha tryadinava:rp.tana:rp. ko~thana:rp.152 nyasa]:i15 3

1

2

3

5

6

4

9

7

8

a

b

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

5

11

12

9

10

16c

13 14 15

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

6

13 14 15 11

i2

19 20

16 17 18

25 21 22 23 24

147

ekako§ti.i-. ekako is filled in by a different hand.

148

Anui:;tubh.

149

ko§ti.id.

150

li§ed.

151

Anui:;tubh.

152

ko§ti.inarri.

153

narri nyi.isalJ,is written by a different hand in margin.

°Fig. 7: The quasi-magic square of order three.
bFig. 8: The quasi-magic square of order four.
cThe last line of cells, 16-13-14-15, is missing.
dFig. 9: The quasi-magic square of order five.

d
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1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

7

15

16 17 18 13 14

22

23 24

29

30 25 26 27 28

35!

31 32 33 34 35

2

1

4

5
12 13

3

13b

e

19 20 21

10 11
9
17h 18 19 20 21

25

26 27 28 22

33

34 35 29 30

6
14

7

15

16

23

24

g

8

41

31 32
42 36 37 38 39i 40

49

43 44 45 46

48

47

1

2

10

11

3 4 5 6 7
12 13 14 15 16

19

20

21 22 23 24

8
9

17 18

28 29k

30 31 32 25 26 27

37

38

39 40 33 34 35 36

46

47

48 41 42 43 44 45

I 55

56

49

64

57

i

!

50 51 52 53 54

58 59 60 61 62 63

·Fig. 10: The quasi-magic square of order six.
1 39.
9

Fig. 11: The quasi-magic square of order seven.

h

11.

i37_

iFig. 12: The quasi-magic square of order eight.
k28.
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1

2

4

3

5

7

6

8

9

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10
21 22 23 24m 25 26 27 19 20
11

31 32 33
41 42 43

44

35 36 28 29 30
45 37 38 39 40

51 52 53

54

46 47 48 49

61 62 63

55

56 57 58 59 60

64

65

66 67 68 69 70

81 73 74

75

76 77 78 79 80

71

72

34

6

1

8

7

5

3

2

9

4

n

1

15 14

4

12

6

7

9

8

10

11

5

13

3

2

16

15

0

1

24

16 14

7

5

17
23q

22 20

13

6

4

3
gr

8

50

21

19 12

10

2

25

11

18

p

1

Fig. 13: The quasi-magic square of order nine. This square has been written in between the magic

squares of ordars 7 and 8 below.
m

?2. The digit for the second decimal place is illegible.

nFig. 14: A magic square of order three.
°Fig. 15: A magic square of order four.
PFig. 16: A magic square of order five.
q27.

rThe last line, 9-2-25-18-11, has been shifted to the right by one cell due to the magic square of
order four written below the bottom left corner.
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6

288

34

2

36

5

30
29u

18

21 24

11

7

23

12 17 22

10

13

4

20

8
26 19 16 27
15 14 25 33

32

9

3

19 10

1

48

39

30

7

47

38

37 35 26

9
17w

8

6

46

45 36 34

25

16

14

5

4

44 42

33

15

13

12

3

43

41

24
32w

20

11

2

49

1

63 62

28

29 27

18

4

35

1

31

5

53 52

59 58

8

14 15 49

56

10

48

18 19 45 44 22 23 41

11

33 31 30 36 37 27 26 40
24 42 43 21 20 46 47

17

13 12 54 55

9

60 61

64

16 50 51
57

7

6

3

2

• 27.
Fig. 17: A magic square of order six. See Fig. 17a in Appendix C.

u22.
vFig. 18: A magic square of order seven.
wlllegible due to a correction made on the manuscript.
zFig. 19: A magic square of order eight.

V

23 21
40w 31w 22

25 39 38 28 29 35 34 32
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X

45

34 23

12

1

80

69

58

47

46 44 33 22

11

9

79 68z

57

56 54 43 32

21

10

8

78

67

66 55 53 42

31

20

18

7

77

76 65 63 52

41

30

19

17

6

5

75 64 62

51

40

29

27

16

15

4

74 72

61

50

39

28

26

25

14

73 71 60 49
13 2a 81b 70c 59

38

36

48

37

35 24
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3

y

14a

I

0

u<la

ekas"itirµ pura:r;iarµ n:wativarasiroratnanirajitarµghri}:1 145
pradac chridanisaha}:i samanagaradhanarµ sevakebhyo navabhya}:i I
v:rddhya caikottaraJ).arp. vada vimalamate yat p:rthakstharµ dhanarµ tat 146
tvarµ ce(d) dak~o (')si bije vinimayasamaye 147 (')py evam anyonyato va I 85 1148
sutrarµ

II

parµktih:rtena srec;l.hiphalena rasir vibhajita}:1149 pracaya}:i
parµktya h:rtam avasi~tarp.150 mukharµ tata}:i purvavat 151 purtti}:i
YFig. 20: A magic square of order nine.
z

19.

aJ3

2
1

crnegible due to a correction made on the manuscript.
145

-nzrajinarrighri~.

146

vimalamatapii~prthaktarridhanarrite.

147

binimaya-.

148

Sragdhara.

149

bi-.

150

avasi§tarri.

151

piirbavat.

152

Arya.

I

86 I /152
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tripaip.kticakre trisafisamayogarthaip.

nyasa}:l j

20

ekapaip.casadyogarthaip. va /

5 26
23 17 11
8 29d 14

19 18 8
5
16h 10 11 13
12 14 15 9
17

7

6

20

160

140

100

60

40

180

80

b

C

catu};ipaip.kticakre trisafiyogarthaip. nyasa};i / /

paip.casadyogarthaip. ca / /

120a

15

127 119

39

103

55

63

79!

71

87

95

47

111

31

23

135

e

g

20

vinavyaktayuktya kilavyaktam uktaip.
vina yaip.traritya ca vaip.sadikaucyaip. (/)
vinanalpaka~taip. na ka~taikagamyaip.
mayedaip. mude tadvidaip. kiip.cid uktaip. / 87 / 150
yan maya nigaditaip. samasatas tat sudhibhir avalokya sadaraip. /
sodhaniyam apahaya matsaraip. prarthaneti ca mamasti tan prati / 88 / 151
mitak~ararthagaip.bhira dhiraip.tarmodadayinI j
0

12

bFig. 21: A magic square of order three with the constant sum, 300. These four squares have been
written together after the third introduction,

catul;, . . . nyasal;, / /.

cFig. 22: A magic square of order three with the constant sum, 51.

d27
·Fig. 23: A magic square of order four with the constant sum, 300.
f 69
9

Fig. 24: A magic square of order four with the constant sum, 50. The introduction

paf[l,casad . . . ca / /, has been written

h11
150

Bhuja:ti.gaprayata.

151

Rathoddhata.

in smaller letters in margin.

for this square,

krtir giridharasyai~a

152

bhatu yavad dinesvaral). // 89 //

/ / iti sr1b1rabhattatmajena
samaptal). / / subham astu 154 / /

152

giridhasye§a.

153

Anui?tubh.

154astuti.
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giridharabhattena

153

viracitas

caturacintamal).il).
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III
111.1

159

Translation

Introduction

Salutation to the Honorable Gai:iesa. Salutation to the Honorable Gurus (preceptors). Salutation to the Honorable Sun.
1. Having saluted the preceptor, the imperishable (Acyuta), the lord of
Gai;ias (Gai:iesa), the lord of mountains (Siva), and speech (SarasvatI), I, a
learned one, Giridhara, speak, for the sake of the pleasure of intelligent people, a faultless, clear science of calculation (gar:,,ita)composed of beautiful
verses, (entitled) Caturaciirucintiimar:,,i(clever, lovely wish-fulfilling gem),
which produces admiration, which is the greatest, and which decorates the
circle of calculators.

111.2

Weights

and measures

2. Having understood

first, according to common use, the terminology
(for weights and measures) produced in a specific area at a specific time,
and having made either composition or contraction of those (ratios), one
should perform calculation.

111.3

Eight elementary

operations

3. Addition, subtraction. multiplication, division, squaring, cubing, and
the root-extraction corresponding to these two (i.e., squaring and cubing);
this eight-fold ~mathematical) operation, either of fractions or of integers,
should be known from the traditional instruction of good teachers.

111.4

Miscellaneous

operations

Now, a versified rule on the reversed operation:
4ab. In the case of an addition, a subtraction (is made); in the case of a
subtraction, an addition; in the case of a multiplier, a division; and in the
case of an operation of division, a multiplier (is made).

~cd)

Missing.

15

11ab
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(An example:)
16. . . . When . . . have taken away . . . by robbery at night, and when
they have divided its remainder, which has been brought away, (equally
among themselves) in the next morning, how much property is the share
of each? Say, if you are skillful in calculation.
The property (of each) is 1024.
A versified rule:
17cd. The product of the numbers of the best of twice-born men (i.e.,
brahma:r;ias) who have come shall be the calculated property.

An example:
18. A (certain amount of) property did not leave a remainder when it was
(divided and separately) brought away by nine brahma:r;ias, nor did it (when
it was brought away) by thirteen, fourteen, and twenty-five (brahma:r;ias).
Say, how much will that property be?
The property is 40950.
A versified rule:
is unity. It is placed below. One
should place the given (quantity) above. When one has multiplied it (i.e.,
both terms) (by the multiplier) and given (i.e., added) (the "given" quantity to the upper term repeatedly) as has been told (in the problem),
that (result), divided by the difference of the multiplier and the optional
(quantity finally obtained), becomes the value of the unknown quantity.
19. Suppose the optional (quantity)

An example:
20. (In each town), ten (units of money) of a rich man are spent for
expenditure, the remainder is doubled, and likewise ten (are spent): if this
took place in three towns and (his) property becomes twice (the original
property), then say how much is that (original property)?
The property is 35.
A versified rule:
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22ab. The difference of the money (of two persons) is divided by the
difference of (their) horses. That (quotient) is the price of a horse when
the prices (i.e., values) of (their) properties are the same.

An example:
21. Six horses and a hundred rupas (monetary units) were given to a
meritorious man by the king (nrpati) Sridani, 155 and likewise eight rupas
and eight horses to another meritorious man. When both of them came to
have equal properties, how much is the price of a horse and (how much is)
the (equal) property? Say, clever one, if you are skillful (in calculation).

The price of a horse is 46 ( rupas), and the equal property is 376 ( rupas).
A versified rule:
22cd. If there exist elephants, etc. (in addition to money and horses in
a problem), then, having multiplied each (except one) by an optional
(number) and made the sum (of the products with the money), one should
obtain (the price of the remaining one as before).

An example:

23. When he had given the above said (articles to the two persons), one
and two jewels and two and three elephants, in order, were given (again to
the same two persons). Tell me the prices of a jewel, of an elephant and
of a horse (when their properties are the same).
j 1

e2

h 6

ru 100

j2

e3

h8

ru8

156

The (number of) elephants multiplied by twenty and

the (number of) horses multiplied by ten are to be added to the rupas. The price
of a jewel obtained as before is 52. The price of an elephant is 20, the price of a
horse 10, and the equal property 252. However, the multiplication (by an optional
number) should be made in such a way that, (in the equation), the difference of the
things will go to the side (pak$a) opposite to the difference of the rupas.
A versified rule:
155

The word srfdani, which means "a wealth-giver",

85 for the same word.
156

j

= jewels,

e

= elephants,

h

= horses,

ru

= rupas.

may or may not be a proper noun. See Verse
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24, If there are many (i.e., more than two) rich men, when one has combined them two by two in order until two (men only remain), then (one
should treat them) just as stated before.
An example:

25. If four rich men possess (in order) two, four, five, and seven horses and
eleven, seven, five, and one ( rupas each) multiplied by twelve, then point
out the price (of a horse).
Setting-down

h
h
h
h

2
4
5
7

ru
ru
ru
ru

132
84
60
12

157

The price of a horse is 24. The equal property is

180.
A versified rule:
26. If rich men possess elephants,

etc. at that time (in addition to horses),
then when one has laid down the price of one (kind) according to one's
will and added (the known prices) to the rupas (of each person), its price
should be obtained as stated before, when (their) properties have the same
value.
An example:

27. If the elephants (possessed by three persons) are measured (in order)
by two, four, and five (in number), and the horses by seven, ten, and
two, and the money (of each) is eight=two (28), five, and three, (each)
multiplied by ten, say what is the (equally) priced property?
e2
e4
e5

h7
h 10
h 2

ru 280
ru 50
ru 30

158

The (numbers of) elephants

are multiplied

by (an as-

sumed number,) one hundred; (then) the price of a horse is 10. Or else, the (numbers
of) horses are multiplied by (an assumed number,) ten; (then) the price of an elephant is produced, 100. The equal property is 550 (in either case).
157

h = horses, rii = riipas.

158

e = elephants, h = horses, rii = riipas.
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A versified rule:
28. When one has fixed the property of one (of two persons) according to

one's will, that (property), decreased by the rupas of the other and divided
by the (number of) horses, is the price (of a horse) if the two (persons) have
equal properties. From mutual multiplication (of the numbers of horses
possessed by the two persons) there will be (equality of their properties)
if there is no rupa (for them).
An example:
29. When the same (numbers of) horses and (of) rupas (as in Example

21) 159 are given (to two persons, the latter being given) in inverse order,
or else, when they have nine and twenty horses but no rupa, if the two
(persons) have equal properties, then tell me the price of a horse separately.
h6
h8

ru 8
ru 100

160

The price of a horse of the first (person) is assumed to be 50.

(Then) the property of the first is 308, and the price of a horse of the second (person)
is 26. The equal property is 308. Now, for the second example, I h g I The price

~
of a horse of the first (person) is 20, and the price of a horse of the second is 9. The
equal property is 180.
A versified rule:
30. Any optional (number) is divided by the number of horses, etc. (separately). The sum of the unit prices of the horses, etc., divided by the sum
of the quotients and multiplied by the optional number, is the (equal) price
of each (kind of commodity).

An example:

31. If horses, elephants and camels, measured respectively by twelve, two
and four, are bought for the same (amount of money), and the sum of
the unit prices of the horses, etc. is three hundred, then say that (equal
159

Note, however, that in this example the price of a horse of one person is assumed to be different

from that of the other, while in Example 21 the price of every horse is the same.
160

h = horses, rii = rupas.
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amount of) money.
(The result) produced is: the (equal) money 360, the price of a horse 30, the price
of an elephant 180, and the price of a camel 90.
Now, a versified rule for the rule of three:
32. The standard and the requirement should be made to have the same
kind (of measure). The result, multiplied by the requirement and divided
by the standard, is the result of the requirement. In the inverse (rule of
three), there will be the inverse operation.
33. This is the operation for the rule of three. In the case of (the rules of)
five, seven, nine, etc., one should divide the product of the more numerous
quantities by the product of the fewer quantities.
35ab. When the result is brought to the side of requirement, the product
of (the quantities belonging to) that (side) is what is produced from the
more numerous quantities.

An example:

34. If six is (obtained) by means of five, what is (obtained) by means of
eight? Or else, if (that is obtained) in one month, then what is (obtained)
in ten (months)? If the result (is obtained) from three people, then what
is (obtained) from five? Say separately.
5
6
8
r. of three
8
\ .

month 1 10
5
8
6
r. of five

people 3
5
month 1 10
5
8
6
r. of seven

161

The result of the rule of three is

The result of the rule of five is 96. The result of the rule of seven is 161.
A versified rule:
35cd. The prices are placed in the mutually opposite sides in the case of
barter (lit. in the case of commodity and counter-commodity).

An example:
161

r.

= rule.
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36. When six bilva fruits are (obtained) for seven (riipas) and sixty betelnuts for three riipas here, you, calculating if you know, bring betel-nuts
for three bilva fruits.

(The result) produced is 70.

111.5

Practical

mathematics

of mixture

A versified rule:
38ab. One should divide the property of each one multiplied by the mixture
by the sum of the properties. There will be a result for (each) property.

An example:
37. If, (when) five, seven, and nine were offered to a certain person for
an equal interest by three men, seventy were obtained (in total) from that
(investment), say separately how much was (each) property?

(The result:)

16

23

2

1

3

3

30

A versified rule:
38cd. When an optional (number) is divided by (the number of) the jewels
(of each person) decreased by the offer multiplied by (the number of)
persons, the (unit) price (of the jewels will be obtained).

An example:
39. When the best of twice-born men, (five in number), who have been
presented (respectively) rubies, sapphires, chariots, horses, and elephants
measured in order by ten, eight, twelve, fifteen, and seven, have remembered the oath sworn (by themselves) before and have each mutually given
one of his own thing, then they will become equal (in property. How much
is the unit price of each thing?).

r 10, s 8, c 12, h 15, e 7. 162 The (unit) prices produced in order are: r 42, s 70, c
30, h 21, e 105. The equal property is 478.
162

r

= rubies, s = sapphires, c = chariots, h = horses, e

= elephants.
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A versified rule:

39a. If possible, the quotient from (the division of) the difference of the
capitals by the difference of the monthly results will be the time.
An example:

40. Three hundred and two hundred are lent (respectively) on the interest
of two and six (per month) by a certain man. If there be equality of the
two capitals increased by (each) interest, in what time will it be?
The time obtained is 25 (months).

111.6

Practical

mathematics

of series

Now, a versified rule in the practical mathematics of series:

41. Half the (number of) terms is multiplied by the (number of) terms
increased by unity. That is the sum (sankalita) (of a natural series) with
unity as the increase (i.e .. the common difference). (The sum (sankalita)),
multiplied by twice the (number of) terms increased by unity and divided
by three, is here the sum of a square (series).
42. The square of the sum (sarikalita) is (calculated) for the sum of a cubic
(series). When an even (number of) terms is halved, (the word) "square"
should be (put down), and when an odd (number of) terms is decreased
by unity, (the word) "multiplier''. This operation is (repeated) until the
(number of) terms disappears.
43. The result which is produced in the inverse order by multiplication and
squaring (as indicated) is decreased by unity and divided by the multiplier
decreased by unity and multiplied by the mouth (i.e., the first term). That
is here the sum of what has been multiplied in this multiplication (series)
(i.e., a geometric progression).
An example:

44. Say separately, in a month, the sum (sankalita), the sum of the square
(series), the sum of the cubic (series), and the sum when the first term,
two, is multiplied by five (repeatedly).
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The (number of) terms is 30. Sarp.163 is 465. The sum of the square (series)
is 9455. The sum of the cubic (series) is 216225. The sum of the multiplied is
465661287307739257812. 164
A versified rule:

45. The first term, increased by half the increase multiplied by the (number
of) terms minus one and multiplied by the number of terms, will be (the
sum) for any optional increase as desired. The sum ( sarikalita), divided
by the (number of) terms and decreased by half the increase multiplied by
the (number of) terms minus one, is the first term.
46. The sum (gar:iita), divided by the (number of) terms, decreased by the
mouth (the first term), and divided by half the (number of) terms minus
one, will be the increase. The square of the difference between half the
increase and the first term is increased by the sum (gar:iita) multiplied by
the increase and by two. The square root (of the result) is
48ab. decreased by the mouth (the first term) and increased by half the
increase. That (result) divided by the increase will be the number of terms
in this case.
An example:

47. A certain man. who has proceeded ten (yojanas) on the first day
and then with the increase of four (yojanas) every succeeding day, comes
back to his own place in one month. Tell me. How many yojanas (did he
travel): iTell me also:· the mouth (the first term), the increase, and the
(number of, terms in this case from them (i.e., from the known elements),
after having considered well.
2040 yojanas.
A versified rule:
48cd. The slower speed is multiplied by the difference of the days (of
the departures) and divided by the difference of the speeds. In the days
obtained, (there will be) the meeting (of the two travelers).

An example:
163

Sal!l is an abbreviation

164

The digits for the last answer are missing in the ms.

of sarikalita.
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49. A man whose speed is three yojanas (a day) starts (first) and later,
when as long as three months have elapsed, another man starts. The speed
(of the latter) is nine (yojanas) a day. In how many days does the meeting
of the two (men take place)? Tell me quickly if you are versed well (in this
computation).
45 days.
A versified rule:

50ab. The constant speed is multiplied by two, decreased by twice the
mouth (the first term), increased by the increase, and divided by the
increase. (The result is the time required for the meeting of the two
travelers).
An example:

Slab. A man goes a hundred (yojanas) a day, and another (goes one yojana
on the first day and) increases (it) by five (yojanas every succeeding day).
When will the meeting of the two (persons) be?
A versified rule:

50cd. The (constant) speed is multiplied by two and decreased by unity.
(In the days obtained there will be) the meeting of the two (persons) when
the increase (and the first term are) unity (in the previous rule).
An example:

51ed. If AsvinI, who has giwn birth to a child, goes a hundred (yojanas)
on the road (every day) while the boy (goes one yojana on the first day
and) increases (it) by one (yojana every succeeding day), when will the
meeting of the two (persons) be?
199 days.

III. 7

Practical

mathematics

of plane figures

A versified rule for the practical mathematics of plane figures:
52. The ear (hypotenuse) (of a right-angled triangle) is the square root of
the sum of the squares of the arm (one of the two orthogonal sides) and the
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upright. Likewise, the square root of the difference between the squares of
the arm and the ear is the upright, and (that) of the ear and the upright
is the arm.
An example:
53. Tell me the ear when the upright is sixteen and the arm is twelve;
the upright from the arm and the ear; and the arm from the ear and the
upright.
Now, when the sum or the difference of any two (sides) and (the remaining) one
of the arm, the upright and the ear are known, a versified rule for separating (the
two whose sum or the difference is given):

54-The square of the upright, when divided by the sum of the arm and the
ear, is their difference. Likewise, the square of the upright, when divided
by their difference, is their sum.
55. The square of the arm, when divided by the sum of the upright and the
ear, is their difference, but the square of the arm divided by the difference
of the ear and the upright is their sum.
56. The square root from twice the square of the ear decreased by the
square of the sum of the arm and the upright should be known as their difference. Likewise, by means of the difference (of the arm and the upright),
the sum (of them is calculated).
57. Then, one should calculate (lit. make) the two (unknown) quantities
by means of the rule of concurrence. Then, half of the product of the arm
and the upright will be the area (lit. the field-fruit) in that case.
The arm is 12, the upright 16, and the area 96.
Now, a versified rule for the areas of (regular polygons such as) an equilateral
trilateral, etc.:
58ab. The square of a side (lit. arm), multiplied by thirty-three=four (433)
(and divided by a thousand is the area of an equilateral trilateral. ... )

58cd}
~
6

Missing.
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The circumference is 31;29. The diameter for (this) circumference is 10.
The area is 78;42. The area (lit. the fruit) on the sphere is 314;50.
A versified rule:

65. The square of the diameter multiplied by three and increased by one
twentieth (of itself) is a gross area on a sphere. That multiplied by the
diameter and divided by six is the solid content inside the sphere.
The gross sphere-fruit (i.e., surface) is (315, and) the accurate one is 314;50. The
accurate solid-fruit (i.e., volume) is 524;47 (sic).
(Here is Figure 1.) 165
Now, computation of chords, the diameter and arrows in a circle:

66. The ear 166 decreased by the square root of the product of the sum
and the difference of the diameter and the chord, halved, is the arrow.
The square root of the arrow multiplied by the diameter decreased by the
arrow, multiplied by two,
67. is the chord. The arrow increased by the quotient of the division of
the square of half of it (i.e., the chord) by the arrow is the diameter. The
square of the circumference 167 multiplied by a quarter of the chord and by
five is divided by the chord increased by the product of the ear and four.
68. A quarter of the square of the circumference is decreased by it (i.e.,
the quotient of the division). The square root of this (is taken). Half of
the circumference decreased by it will be the bow (i.e., the arc). I will tell
the area in this (i.e., of this figure) (in the next rule).
An example:

69. In a circular figure whose diameter is ten, there is a chord of eight.
Tell the arrow in that case, and (also tell) separately the chord from the
arrow, the diameter from the arrow and the chord, and the size of the bow.
165

See Figure 1 in Section II. Statements

in the figure: Circumference 31;29. Diameter 10. Field-

fruit (i.e., area) 78;42. Fruit on the sphere (i.e., surface) 314;50. Solid fruit inside the sphere (i.e.,
volume) 524 (sic).
166

The "ear" in this context means the diameter as the hypotenuse of a right triangle inscribed in

a circle.
167

The word paridher for "of the circumference"

is placed at the beginning of the next verse.
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The diameter is 10, the arrow 2, the chord 8, and the bow 9;15.
(Here is Figure 2.) 168
A versified rule for the fruit of a bow (i.e., the area of a segment of a circle):
70. Half of the sum of the bow (arc) and the chord, (put down) twice,
is increased (in one place) and decreased (in the other) by the arrow.
The square root of their product multiplied by the square of the arrow,
multiplied by two and divided by three, is the fruit in the bow (i.e., the
area of a segment of a circle).
10a. Or, a gross (area of a segment of a circle) is the arrow multiplied by
half the sum of the arrow and the chord, increased by one twentieth (of
itself).

An example:
71. (In a bow-like figure) where the arrow is measured by twenty-five, the
bow (arc) by a hundred and five, and the chord by seven=eight (87), 0
friend, tell (me) the field-fruit (the area) (of the segment).

The bow-fruit is 1545.
(Here is Figure 3.) 169
Now, a versified rule for the fruit in a fish-field (i.e., the area of a fish-like plane
figure):
73ab. In a fish-field, there is a line through the tail and the mouth of the
fish. That shall be the chord. The sum of the areas of those (two halves
obtained) as in the case of a bow(-like figure is the fruit of the fish-like
figure).

An example:
72. (In a fish-like figure) where the line (through the tail and the mouth)
is measured by sixty-six, the bow (arc) at the belly of the fish by seventythree, and the arrow by twenty-five, how much is the fruit?
168

See Figure 2 in Section II. Statements

in the figure: Diameter 10. Chord 8. Bow 915 (uncor-

rected). Arrow 2.
169

See Figure 3 in Section II. Statements

field 1545. Or, the gross (area) 1470.

in the figure: Arrow 25. Chord 87. Fruit in the bow-like
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The area is 1156.
(Here is Figure 4.) 170
Now, a versified rule for the fruit in a moon-digit-field (i.e., the area of a crescentshaped plane figure):
73cd. In a moon-field, when one has regarded the lower bow (arc) as the
chord and obtained (its area) as in the case of a bow (i.e., a segment of a
circle), that will be an accurate (area of the crescent-shaped figure).

An example:
74, When the (upper) bow is measured by nine=twenty (209) and (the
lower one) by five=ten (105), and the arrow by zero=five (50) in a crescentshaped figure (lit. in digits of the moon), then tell me the fruit if you are
versed well in mathematics. 171

The area is 4960.
(Here is Figure 5.) 172
Now, a versified rule for a drum-field (i.e., a drum-shaped plane figure):
75. The sum of the (two) side arms (of a drum-shaped figure) is (regarded
as) the bow (i.e., the arc), half the face (the top line) as the arrow, and
twice the ear 173 as the chord. Then, the accurate fruit in the drum field
should be obtained as in the case of a bow (i.e., a segment of a circle).

An example:
76. In a drum(-shaped figure), its face is half of a hundred, the sum of
the side arms is measured by five=ten (105), and the ear is measured by
three=four (43) with a half. In that case, tell me, how much shall be the
fruit?
170

See Figure 4 in Section II. Statements

in the figure: Bow 73. Arrow 25. Line 66. Bow 73.

Field-fruit 1156.
171

0r, "if your speed in calculation is extra(fast)."

172

See Figure 5 in Section II. Statements

in the figure: Bow 209. Arrow 50. Bow 105. Field-fruit

4960.
173

The "ear" in this context means the depth (or height) of the drum.
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The fruit is 1545.
(Here is Figure 6.) 174

111.8

Rules for shadows

Now, a versified rule on the lamp-shadow operation:
77. From the gnomon multiplied by the distance between the lamp and the
gnomon and divided by the lamp decreased by the gnomon, the shadow
will be (obtained). Or else, the result (i.e., the quotient) from that (i.e.,
the gnomon multiplied by the distance between the lamp and the gnomon)
divided by the shadow is increased by the gnomon. It (the result) will be
the height of the lamp.
79ab. The lamp decreased by the gnomon, when multiplied by the shadow
and divided by the gnomon, becomes the ground between the lamp and
the gnomon.
An example:
78. The ground between the bases of the gnomon and the lamp is measured
by thirty-two. and the height of the lamp here by zero=six (60). Tell the
shadow of a gnomon of tweh-e digits ( angulas ), and (conversely) the height
of the lamp from this and also· the distance (between the lamp and the
gnomon) here.

The ground between the lamp and the gnomon is 32, the height of the lamp 60, and
the shadow 8.
A versified rule:
79cd. The gnomon multiplied by the shadow of a bamboo and divided by
the shadow of the gnomon is the measure of the bamboo here.

An example:
80. If, on level ground, the shadow of a bamboo is equal to zero=sixteen
(160), and when the shadow of a gnomon measured by ten is equal to four,
then, calculator, tell, in front of me, how much shall be the measure of the
bamboo, if, 0 wise man, you are the best in mathematical operations.
174

See Figure 6 in Section IL Statements

52;30. Area 1545.

in the figure: Face 50. Ear 43;30. Side arm 52;30. Arm
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The measure of the bamboo is 400.

111.9

Rules for magic squares

Now, a versified rule on the operation for magic squares 175

:

81. The digits in order beginning with the first should be written down (on
the first horizontal row). Having written down (the next digit in the cell
immediately) below the last cell of the row 176 and having filled in (the cells
on) its back side, (one should apply the same procedure to the succeeding
rows) again and again.
82. In this way, the sum of the digits (in each vertical line) will be the
same whether in odd ( vi~ama) or in even (sama) 177 (squares). Its first
(column) should be placed at the middle (vertical) line (column) (of a new
square), and thence, in order,
83. the (vertical) lines (columns) to the left should be accomplished with
the (sw::ceeding columns of the original square) from which one (succesive)
cell (in each) has fallen away (that is, one top cell of the second column,
two top cells of the third column, etc. have been shifted to the bottom
of the same column). This rule has been said in the case of odd magic
squares.
84- In the case of even 178 (magic squares), one should write down the
digits in pairs (into cells) beginning with the first cell in one direction at
intervals of two of them (cells), and thence (proceed) in the other direction
to the left in the same manner.
Now, the setting-down of (the quasi-magic and magic squares with) three to nine
cells (on their sides).
(Here are Figures 7-20.) 17 9
An example.
175

sarvatobhadra, lit. "good for all directions or purposes".

176

pankti, which means a line or sequence in general. The same word is used also for vertical lines

by Giridhara.

See Verses 82 and 83 below.

177

Here, "even" includes both "evenly-even" and "oddly-even".

178

Here, "even" means "evenly-even" only.

179

See Figures 7~20 in Section IL
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85. The revered king (saha) SrTdani, 180 whose feet are illuminated by jewels on the heads of the best kings (who bow down to him), gave away
eighty-one towns to nine devotees, (in other words), a property of an equal
(number of) towns (to each) with an increase of (successive) differences
of one (in their values). Tell me, man of stainless intelligence, the property of each, if you are well versed in the seed (mathematics) (i.e., algebra) or in the rule of exchange (Verses 81-83) or else from (their) mutual
(interaction).
A versified rule.
86. The quantity (i.e., the constant sum), divided by the fruit (i.e., the
sum) of the (natural) series (up to the square of the length of the line minus
one) divided by the (length of the) line, is the increase (i.e., the common
difference) <of the arithmetical progression to be used in a magic square).
The remainder {of the division), divided by the (length of the) line, is the
mouth (i.e .. the first term). Then, the filling (of the cells of a square with
the term5 of this arithmetical progression is done) as before.

The setting-down
rows:

for the sum equal to three hundred in a diagram with three

(Here is Figure 21.) 181
Or for the sum. fifty-one:
(Here is Figure 22.) 182
The setting-down for the sum. three hundred, in a diagram with four rows:
(Here is Figure 23.) 183
And for the sum. fifty:
(Here is Figure 2-1.)184
180

See Verse 21 for the same word.

181

See Figure 21 in Section II.

182

See Figure 22 in Section II.

183

See Figure 23 in Section II.

184

See Figure 24 in Section II.
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remarks

87. The (mathematics of) unknown (quantities) has been told (here) indeed without the use of unknown (symbols); the height of a bamboo, etc.,
without instrumental means. This something which is not to be apprehended with (even) one difficulty has been told by me without a lot of
difficulty for the pleasure of those who know this (subject).
88. What has been told by me in summary (in this work) should be revised
without hostility by the wise men who have investigated (it) carefully. This
is my request to them.
89. Let this work of Giridhara, which consists of a limited number of
letters, which is deep in its meaning, and which gives pleasure to the hearts
of wise people, shine as long as the Lord of the day (i.e., the Sun) (shines).

Thus ends the Caturacintamar:i,i composed by Giridharabhatta,
BTrabhatta (= VIrabhatta). Let there be prosperity.

the son of SrT
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Commentary

Giridharabhatta,
it should be noted, never uses algebraic expressions in this work
even when he treats algebraic problems, although Indian mathematicians had developed and skillfully employed algebraic symbolism in algebra (bija-gai:iita or avyaktagai;uta) since, at least, the seventh century A.D. This is one of the main features of
this work as he himself emphasizes in one of the concluding verses (Verse 87). In
this Commentary, however, I shall use modern algebraic notation in order to make
it easier for the reader to understand the problems treated and the solutions given.
Also, multiplication of a by b is indicated by a · b or a x b or ab, and division of a by
b by a/b or a--;-b or %·

IV.1

Introduction

(v. 1)

Verse 1. Introductory

IV.2

Weights

salutation.

and measures

(v. 2)

Verse 2. \\-eights and measures.
Giridhara simply says that one should perform calculations after having made
either composition t kalpanii) or contraction ( apavartanaka) of ratios circulated in a
specific area (deiai at a specific time (kiila).

IV.3

Eight

elementary

operations

(v. 3)

Verse 3. Eight elementary operations for integers and fractions.
Giridhara does not giw any specific rules but simply says that the rules for these
calculations should be known -from the traditional instruction of good teachers"
(sadgurusampmdiiyiit ).

IV.4

Miscellaneous

operations

(vv. 4-36)

Verse 4ab. Rule of inYersion.
Type of problem. To know the original quantity when the result of an operation
(or of a series of operations) performed on the original quantity is known.
Solution.
x + a

= b -+ x = b - a,

x - a

= b -+ x = b + a,

a

= b -+ X = b --;-a,

X --;- a

= b -+ X = b X a.

X X

Note. Rules for the remaining operations may have been contained in the second
line of the same verse, which is lost.
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Verses 4cd-15 and 17ab. Missing.
Verse 16. Example. Answer: 1024. Not understood.
Verse 17cd. Rule for divisibility (an indeterminate problem).
Type of problem.
A total sum of money, x, is divided equally among a 1
brahmal).aS without residue on one occasion, and the same amount is again divided
equally among a2 brahmal).as, a 3 brahmal).as, etc. on the succeeding occasions. What
is that amount?

Solution.

Verse 18. Example. Given: a1
X = 9 X 13 X 14 X 25 = 40950.

14, and

13, a 3

a4

25. Solution:

Verse 19. Rule for the property of a traveling merchant.
Type of problem. A man visits n towns. At each town, he spends a certain
amount of money (a), multiplies the remainder by m, and again spends the same
amount of money (a). What remains in his hand at the end of his journey is m'
times his original property (x). What is the original property?
XO=

Xi=

X,

(i = 1, 2, ... , n),

(xi-1 - a) x m - a

Xn

= m

I

x.

Solution. The quantity, a, is written above 1: [

~

1·This arrangement

seems

to have been motivated by the division to be made at t e last step of this solution.
The upper quantity is called 'the given' ( datta) since that amount of money is 'given
away' (i.e., spent) twice in each town, while the lower is called 'the optional' ( i~ta ),
presumably because it has originally been chosen as a tentative solution for x (see
Note below). To this pair of quantities, the following operation is applied:

where b1 =ax

m

+ a,

b2 = (b1 + a) x m

+ a,

· · ·, bn = (bn-1

+ a) x m + a.

Then the
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lower number is decreased by 'the multiplier' (gu'f}a), m', and the upper number is
divided by the lower; the result is the solution:
bn
mn-m1

x= ----

Note. The word i~ta ("optional") suggests that the above solution is based on the
so-called i~ta-karman or "computation by an optional number" (cf. Verse 30 below).
Tentatively let q be the solution of x. Then, on the one hand, we have, x1 = qm-b1,
2
- ~'
x2 = qm
· · ·, Xn = qmn - bn, where bn is independent of the q; and on the
other, Xn = qm'. Hence qmn - bn = qm', or qmn - qm' = bn, if the q happens to
be the true solution of x. If it is not, the ratio of the true solution of x to the q is
equal to that of bn to qmn - qm', that is,
X

=

bn
qmn - qm'

X

q.

Taking q = 1. we haYe the above solution.
In his Gar:iitamaiijarz (148-150, Ms: Eggeling 2771, fol. 26), Gal).esa (ca. 1575)
treats the same problem and prescribes a similar solution. He calls the m 'the
multiplier'. the mn 'the first multiplier', and them' 'another multiplier'.
sthiipayen nagarajaT[I gw:iakiirarri sthiinake§U nagarapramite§U /
taddhatil) prathamasarµjiiagur:iaJ:i syiid yadgu'f},a'Tfl,
dhanam asau gu'f},ako 'nya!J,/ / 148 / /
iiliiparnd budhail) kiiryarµ dattavittasya

melane /

adyiinyagu,:iat·is1e§at·ihf(arµ priiktana'Tfl, dhana'Tfl,/ / 149 / /

One should place the multiplier caused by the towns in as many places as the towns.
Their product shall be the multiplier called the first. That by which the (original) property is multiplied is another multiplier.
according to the statement

(Computation)

should be performed by the wise

iin the problem), while addition,

(instead of subtraction),

of the money gi,en away ri;; being made). (The result) divided by the difference of the

first and another multipliers is the original property.

A similar problem occurs in the Bakhshiilz Jfanuscript (Example 1 for Sutra Cl),
where it is soh·ed by means of the rule of inversion (cf. Yerse 4ab above), and in
Bhaskara II's Bfjagar:iita (101), where it is solved by means of a linear equation with
the algebraic expression. yii ( <yiit-attiiz:at ), for the unknown number (see Hayashi

1995a, 415).
Verse 20. Example.

Property of a traveling merchant.

Given: n

3, a

10,
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m = m' = 2. That is to say,
[{(x -10) x 2 - 10-10} x 2 - 10-10] x 2 - 10 = 2x.
1st town

2nd town

Solution:

3rd town

l·

x = 35. Note: The workin[ process which is not given in the ms.,
0
9
2 0
3
must have been as follows. [ \ ] -,
The,efore, x =
~
2
210/(8 - 2) = 35. In Gai:iesa's example Gar:i,itamanjarz 150), n = 4, a= 10, m = 2,
m' = 7, and the answer, x = 50.

°]-,[1]-,[

Verse 22ab. Rule for a linear equation of properties.
Type of problem. One equation with one unknown number. Each of two persons
has money and one kind of article, whose unit price is unknown, and their properties
are equal to each other.
ax

+b=

x

=

ex

+d

( = y).

Solution.

(d - b) --c-(a - c).

Note. Verses 22, 24, 26, and 28 treat equations of properties, some of which are
indeterminate. Giridhara seems to have had the following scheme in mind.
Verses
22ab
22cd
24
26
28

Persons
m=2
m=2
m > 2 (4)
m > 2 (3)
m=2

Articles

n=l
n > 1 (3)
n=l
n > 1 (2)
n=2

Equations
m-1 = 1
m-1 = 1
m - 1 > 1 (3)
m - 1 > 1 (2)
m-1 = 1

Unknowns

n=l
n > 1 (3)
n=l
n > 1 (2)
n=2

Here, the equations are classified according to the number of persons (m) or of
equations (m - 1) and to that of articles (n) or of unknown numbers (n) involved.
The numbers in parentheses are their values in the example accompanying each rule.
Verse 21. Example. Two persons with money and horses. Given: 6x

+ 100 =

8x

+

8 (= y ). Solution: x = 46,

y = 376. Note: The workinJ process must have been
h 6 ru
as follows (h = horses, ru = rupas ).
_ 100 -+ [ h o ru
_ 92 ] .
[ h8ru
8
h2ru
0
Therefore, the price of a horse = 92/2 = 46 rupas, and the equal property = 6 x
46 + 100 = 376 rupas.
Verse 22cd. Rule for a linear equation of properties (indeterminate).
Type of problem. One equation with more than one unknown number. Each of
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two persons has money and more than one kind of article, whose unit prices are
unknown, and their properties are equal to each other. That is to say, for n > 1,

Solution. Let Xi = ei for i > 1. Then, the equation is reduced to the first type
(Verse 22ab).

Note. Under the next verse, Giridhara gives the condition for ei in order to make
x1 positive. That is, ei should be determined in such a way that (a2e2 + · · ·+anen +b)
is smaller or greater than (c2e2 + · · · + Cnen + d) according to whether a1 is greater
or smaller than c1,
Verse 23. Example. Two persons with money, jewels, elephants and horses. Given:
x1 + 2x2 + 6x3 + 100 = 2x1 + 3x2 + 8x3 + 8 (= y). Solution: Let x2 = 20 and x3 = 10,
then the equation is reduced to: x 1 + 200 = 2x 1 + 148. Therefore, x1 = 52 and y =
252. Note: The working process must have been as follows (j = jewels, e = elephants,

1

.
. [ j. 1 e 2 h 6 ru_ 100 .
h = horses, ru = rupas). The "settmg-down"
1s:
J2e3h8ru
8
Let the price of an elephant = 20 rupas and that of a horse = 10 rupas (v. 22cd .
j. 1 TU
22ab [ j. O TU
Then,
_ 200 V ~
_ 52 . Therefore, the pnce of a Jewel
[ J 2 ru 148
J 1 ru
0
= 52 rupas and the equal property = 52 + 200 = 252 rupas.

l

l

, ,

Verse 24, Rule for a system of linear equations of properties.
Type of problem. More than one equation with one unknown number. Each of
more than two persons has money and one and the same kind of article, whose unit
price is unknown, and their properties are equal to each other. That is to say, for
m>2,
a1x

+ b1 (=

y),
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Solution. Combine the "persons" two by two. That is to say, if m is even,

(am-1

+ am)X + (bm-1 + bm) (=

2y).

If m is odd, on the other hand, Giridhara perhaps added one of the m "sides" twice
(cf. Note for Verse 27 below), although this case is not mentioned in the rule. By
repeating the same procedure, one finally arrives at two "sides",

ax+ b = (ky =) ex+ d,
to which the rule of Verse 22ab is applied.

Verse 25. Example. Four persons with money and horses. Given: 2x + 132 =
4x + 84 = 5x + 60 = 7x + 12 (= y). Solution: x = 24 and y = 180. Note: The
working process must have been like this (h = horses, ru = rupas).
h
h
h
h

2
4
5
7

ru
ru
ru
ru

132
84
60
12

v.24

[

-----+

Therefore, the price of a horse
24 x 2 + 132 = 180 rupas.

h
h

6
12

ru
ru

144/6

216
72

l

v.22ab

-----+

[

h
h

0
6

ru
ru

144
0

l·

24 rupas and the equal property

Verse 26. Rule for a system of linear equations of properties (indeterminate).
Type of problem. More than one equation with more than one unknown number.
Each of more than two persons has money and more than one kind of article, whose
unit prices are unknown, and their properties are equal to each other. That is to
say, for m > 2 and n > 1,
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Solution. Let Xi = Ci for i > 1, then the problem is reduced to the previous case
(Verse 24).
Note. Giridhara's rule itself is designed for the case, n = 2, but he seems to have
had the general case in mind.
Verse 27. Example. Three persons with money, elephants, and horses. Given:
2x1 + 7x2 + 280 = 4x1 + l0x2 + 50 = 5x1 + 2x2 + 30 (= y). Solution: Let x1 = 100,
then x2 = 10. Let x2 = 10, then x 1 = 100. In either case, y = 550. Note: It is not
mentioned that x1 and x2 can not be otherwise assumed. The working process must
have been like this (e = elephants, h = horses, ru = rupas). The "setting-down" is:

[:

2
4
5

h
h
h

7
10
2

ru
ru
ru

l

280
50
30

.

Let the price of an elephant = 100 riipas (v. 26). Then,

[;

I

10
2

rii
rii
rii

480 l
.t.50
530

~

Therefore, the price of a horse
7 + 480 = 550 riipas.

[ h
h

17
12

ru
ru

930
980

l

v~b

[

h
h

5
0

ru
ru

5~

l·

= 50/5 = 10 riipas and the equal property = 10 x

Verse 28. Rule for a linear equation of properties (indeterminate).
Type of problem. One equation with two unknown numbers. Each of two persons
has money and one kind of article. whose unit price is unknown, and their properties
are equal to each other.
ax1 - b

X2

Solution. Let xi
= a.

= cx2...,.. d (= y).

= k, then x2 = {(ak, b) - d}-;- c.

If b = d

= 0, then x1 = c and

Verse 29. Examples. Two persons with money and horses. 1st example - Given:
6x1 + 8 = 8x2 + 100 (= y). Solution: Let x1 = 50, then x2 = 26 and y = 308. 2nd
example - Given: 9x 1 = 20x2 (= y). Solution: x 1 = 20, x2 = 9, y = 180. Note:
The working process for the first example must have been as follow (h 1 = horses
of the 1st person, h2 = horses of the 2nd person, although this distinction was not
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made in Giridhara's notation).
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The "setting-down" is: [ hi
h2

the price of a horse of the 1st person be 50 rupas. Then,

h1
[ h2

6
8

ru 8 ] .
ru 100
O ru 308
8 ru 100

Let

l ------'
---,

208
] . Therefore, the price of a horse of the 2nd person is 208/8 =
hi O r~
h2 8 ru
0
6 rupas and the equal property 308 rupas.

l

Verse 30. Rule for a system of linear equations.
Type of problem. The unit prices, Xi, of n kinds of commodities are unknown, but
their sum, p, is known. When ai of the i-th commodity (i = 1, 2, ... , n) are bought
(or sold) for the same amount of money (y) for every i, what is that amount?

Solution. Let q be any optional number, and calculate:
I

p =

q

q

q
an

-+-+···+-.
a1 a2

Then,
y = p-;-• p IX q.

Note. This is the "computation by an optional number" (i~ta-karman), though
this term does not occur in the extant portion of the present work. Each price, Xi,
can be obtained by Xi = y/ai. This is not mentioned in Verse 30, but the solution
for Xi is given in the example in Verse 31. For a similar use of the i~takarman, see
Hayashi 1995a, 396-399. Cf. also Verse 19 above.
Verse 31. Example. Prices of horses, elephants and camels. Given: x1 + x2 + X3 =
300, 12x 1 = 2x2 = 4x3 = y. Answer: y = 360, x1 = 30, x2 = 180, X3 = 90.
Verses 32-33, and 35ab. Rule of three and its variations.
Rule of three:
Type of problem. When bis obtained from a, what (x) is obtained from c (if b
increases in proportion to a when a increases) ?
a: b =

C:

X.

Solution. x = b x c -;-a.
Note. The three given quantities, a, b, and c, are called in order the "standard"
(prami.i:r:i,a),
the "result of standard" (prama'l}a-phala) or simply the "result", and the
"requirement" ( iccha). The three quantities are usually arranged horizontally as:
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But in the present manuscript they are arranged vertically as:

I : I·

,.,Wu,

The vertical anangement of the thrne terms fm the rnle of three is very
does occur twice under Sutra Nl9 in the Bakhshalz Manuscript. See Hayashi 1995a,
413.
Inverse rule of three:
Type of problem. When bis obtained from a, what (x) is obtained from c (if b
decreases in inverse proportion to a when a increases) ?
a:: b =

C :: X.

Solution. x = b x a -,- c.
Note. The three given quantities seem to have been arranged vertically as in the
case of the rule of three, although no example for this case occurs in the present
manuscript.
Rule of five:
Type of problem. When b is obtained from a in time period d, what (x) is
obtained from c in time period e ?
Solution. The five terms are arranged in two vertical columns as: l:Je
, where
a C
b
the left column is called the "standard-side" (prama'f},a-pak~a) and the right column
the "requirement-side" (iccha-pak~a). Then the "result" (b) is moved to the opposite
side, and then the product of the elements of the longer (right) side is divided by
that of the shorter (left) side. That is, x = (b x c x e) -,- (a x d).
Rule of seven:
Type of problem. When b is obtained by (or from) f persons from a in time
period d, what (x) is obtained by (or from) g persons from c in time period e?
Solution. Just as in the case of the rule of five, the seven terms are arranged
and the same procedure is followed. x =
in two vertical columns as,

lij,

(b X C Xe
Verse

X

g)-;- (a

X

d

X

!).

34. Examples. Rules of three, five, and seven. 1st example (rule of three) -

Given: a= 5, b = 6, c = 8. Answer: x = 48/5. 2nd example (rule of five) - Given:
a= 5, b = 6, c = 8, d = 1 month, e = 10 months. Answer: x = 96. 3rd example
(rule of seven) - Given: a = 5, b = 6, c = 8, d = 1 month, e = 10 months, f = 3
persons, g = 5 persons. Answer: x = 161.
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Verse 35cd. Rule for barter.
Type of problem. A certain quantity, a, of commodity I cost b, and quantity c of
commodity II cost d. What amount, x, of commodity II is bartered for the amount,
e, of commodity I ?
Solution. The five given terms are arranged in two vertical columns:
a c
b

d

e
where each column represents each commodity. To this is applied the proce ure
prescribed for the rules of five, etc., with an additional step. The additional step,
which only is mentioned in Verse 35cd, is the exchange of the prices (band d), that
is, they are moved to the mutually opposite sides before the computation. Thus,
and X - (b X C Xe).;- (a X d).

tiJ,

Verse 36. Example. Barter of bilva fruits and betel-nuts.
riipakas, c = 60, d = 3 riipakas, e = 3. Answer: x = 70.

IV.5

Practical

rnathernatics

of mixture

Given: a

6, b

= 7

(vv. 37-40)

Verse 38ab. Rule for proportional ditribution.
Type of problem. Each of n persons invests ai for a joint enterprise, which
produces p. They divide the p in proportion to the amount of each investment.
What (xi) is for each person ?
Solution.
n

Xi

= (p x

ai) -;-

L aj.
j=l

Verse 37. Example. Three money-lenders. Given:
x2 = 23}, X3 = 30.
Answer: x1 =

16i,

a1

= 5,

a2

= 7, a3

= 9, p = 70.

Verse 38cd. Rule for equation of properties after the mutual exchange of part of
them.
Type of problem. The i-th of n persons possesses ai of one kind of article,
whose unit price, Xi, is unknown. When they give k out of ai to each other among
themselves, their properties become equal to each other. What is the unit price of
each kind of article ?
{ai

-

(n - l)k}xi

+ k(x1 + · · · + Xi-l + Xi+l + · · · + Xn)

Solution.
Xi=

p-;-

(ai -

nk),

= y

for every i.
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where p is any optional number.
Note. A rationale of this solution may be given as follows. The above equation
can be rewritten as:
n

n

(ai - nk)xi

+kL

or

Xj = y,

(ai - nk)xi = y - k

j=l

L Xj.
j=l

The right-hand side of the last equation is independent of i. Let it be any optional
number (p):
n

y-k

LXj

=p.

j=l

If p is a multiple of all ( ai - nk), every Xi is

Then the above solution is obtained.
an integer.

Verse 39. Example. Five persons with rubies, sapphires, chariots, horses, and
elephants. Given: n = 5, k = 1, a1 = 10, a2 = 8, a3 = 12, a4 = 15, a5 = 7. Answer:
x1 = 42, x2 = 70, x3 = 30, x4 = 21, x5 = 105, y = 478. Note: Here, pis taken to
be the least common multiple, 210, of (ai - nk). The value of y seems to have been
calculated by y = p + k L-J=l Xj.
Verse 3ga. Rule for equation of the sums of the principal and interest.
Type of problem. Two principals, say a1 and a2, are lent separately at different
rates, say r1 and r2 per month respectively. In how many (x) months does the sum
of the principal and interest of the first case become equal to that of the second ?

Solution.

Verse 40. Example. Given: a1
month. Answer: x = 25 months.

IV.6

Practical

mathematics

= 300,

r1

= 2 per month,

a2

200,

r2

= 6 per

of series (vv. 41-51)

Verses 41-43. Rules for natural series, etc.
Type of problem. To calculate the sums of a natural series, of a square series, of
a cubic series, and of a geometric progression.

S(n) = 1 + 2 + · · · + n,

S 2 (n) = 12

+ 22 + ... + n 2 ,
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931322574615478515625

30

+

s

-!14

m

-!7

s

-!6

m

-!3

s

+

m

15

Figure

S 3 (n) = 13
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(= 530)

t
30517578125

t
6103515625

t
78125

t
15625

t
125

t

2

25

-!- s/m
1
-!- m
0

t
5

t
1

25: Computation of 530 (s

+ 23 + · · · + n 3 ,

= square,

G = G(a,r,n)

m

= multiplication).

=a+ ar

+ ar 2 + · · · + arn-l_

Solution.

S(n) = ~ · (n

+ 1),

S 2 (n) = S(n) · (2n

+ 1) 7

3,

rn -1
G= --·a,
r-1

where rn is calculated by means of the popular algorithm (see Fig. 25), which is
based on the two identities:

Verse 44. Examples. Given: n = 30 for all series, and a = 2 and r = 5 for a
geometric progression. Answer: 8(30) = 465, S 2 (30) = 9455, S3 (30) = 216225,
G(2, 5, 30) = 465661287307739257812. Note: The last answer (in 21 decimal places)
is missing in the manuscript. The computation of 530 must have been made as shown
in Fig. 25.
Verses 45-46 and 48ab.Rules for an arithmetical progression.
Type of problem. To calculate, in order, the sum, the first term, the common
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difference, and the number of terms of an arithmetical progression, from the rest.

A= A(a, d, n) =a+ (a+ d) +(a+ 2d) +···+{a+

(n - l)d}.

Solution.

A= {a+ (n - 1) · %} · n,

d-

A/n - a
- (n -1)/2'

n=

/(d/2

A

a= n - (n - 1) ·

- a)

2

+ 2dA

n

2,

- a+ d/2

d

Verse 47. Example. Journey of a person. Given: a= 10 yojanas, d = 4 yojanas/day,
n = 1 month(= 30 days). Answer: A(l0,4,30) = 2040 yojanas. Note: Verse 47
requires also to calculate the first term, the common difference, and the number of
terms in order from the rest, but the answer given in the manuscript is the A only.
Verse 48cd. Rule for equation of journeys of two travelers.
Type of problem. One person goes at the constant speed, v1 . When the time
period, t, has elapsed from his departure, another person starts traveling at the
constant speed, v2 (> v1). How long (x) does it take for the second person to catch
up with the first ?

Solution.

Verse 49. Example. Given: v1 = 3 yojanas/day, v2 = 9 yojanas/day, t = 3 months.
(9 - 3) = 45 days.
Solution: t = 3 x 30 = 90 days, and x = (3 x 90) ---;Verse 50ab. Rule for equation of journeys of two travelers.
Type of problem. Two persons start at the same time and go on the same route.
One of them travels at a constant speed, v, and the other goes a on the first day
and increases his speed by d every day. When do they meet ?
X

X

n=l

n=l

L v1(n) = L v2(n), where v1(n) = v (constant),
Solution.
x = ( 2v - 2a

+ d) --c-d.

and v2(n) =a+ (n - l)d.
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Verse 51 ab. Example. Given: v = 100 per day, d = 5; a not given. The linear
measure is probably yojana. Answer: Not given. Note: The a intended by the
author may have been unity as in the case of the example for the next rule (Verse
Sled). In that case, x = 40l days.
Verse 50cd. Rule for equation of journeys of two travelers.
Type of problem. The initial speed (a) of the second person and the daily increase
(d) of it in the previous rule (Verse 50ab) are both taken to be unity here.
Solution.
X

Verse 51 ed. Example.
Answer: x = 199 days.

IV.7

Practical

Given: v

mathematics

= 2v - 1.

100. The linear measure is probably yojana.

of plane figures (vv. 52-76)

Verse 52. Rules for the sides of a right-angled triangle.
Type of problem. To calculate one of the three sides of a right triangle from the
remaining two sides.
Solution. Let a, band c be respectively the "arm" ( bhuja/ dos/ etc.), the "upright"
(koti) and the "ear" (karr.ia/srutijetc.) of a right triangle. Then,

Verse 53. Example. A right triangle with three sides (12, 16, 20). Given: a = 12,
b = 16. Answer: Not given. Note: Verse 53 requires to obtain also b, and then a,
from the remaining two, but no answer is given.
Verses 54-57. Rules for the sides of a right-angled triangle and for its area.
Type of problem. To calculate two sides of a right triangle, when either the sum
or the difference of the two sides and the remaining side are known, and to calculate
the area, A, of the triangle.
Solution. When either (c + a) or (c - a) and bare given,
c =i=a = b2 / ( c ± a) .

When either (c + b) or (c - b) and a are given,

c=i=b=a 2 /(c±b).
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or (a - b) and c are given,

I a =Fb I=

J2c

2

(a

-

± b)2 .

In each case, the two unknown numbers are obtained by means of the "rule of
concurrence", that is,

(x
X

+ y) + (x

- y)

2

=

'

(x+y)-(x-y)
2

y=

A= ab
2·
Note. The "rule of concurrence" (sankrama-sutra)
is explicitly mentioned in
Verse 57, but is not found in the extant portion of the manuscript. It may have
been on folios 2-3, which are lost. For the Indian rules for algebraic normal forms
including the rule of concurrence, see Hayashi and Kusuba 1998.

Verse 58ab. Rule for the areas of regular polygons.
Type of problem. It is required to calculate approximate areas of an equi-lateral
triangle, etc. from their sides.
Solution. Only a formula for an equilateral triangle is extant, the rest being on
the lost folio(s). Let a be the side of it, then the area is,
A~

2

433a
1000

Note. This approximate formula is based on the exact one, A= ( v'3a 2 )/4, and on
the approximation, v'3/4 ~ (1i32/1000)/4 = 433/1000. The formulas of Mahavira
and of Bhattotpala are different from this. See Gupta 1990, 1992, and 1994.

Verses 58cd-64. ~Iissing.
Verse 64. Examples of a circle and of a sphere. Note: The verse itself is missing
but, judging from the extant portion of the answer, it seems to have dealt with an
example of a circle and a sphere with the diameter, d = 10. The following values
survive:
C

= 31; 29,

A= 78; 42,

S 8 = 314; 50,

where c and A are respectively the circumference and the area of the circle and
S 8 the exact (silk$ma/sphuta)
surface area of the sphere. The fractional parts of
these numerical values are given in the sexagesimal notation (31/29, etc. in the
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The ratio used here of the circumference to the diameter is:
C

-

d

31; 29
10

3;8,54
1

1889
600

3.14833 ...
1

whose origin is not known. The formulas used for the area of a circle and for the
surface of a sphere seem to be respectively,

according to which we have A= 78; 42, 30 and S 8 = 314; 50. These rules must have
been prescribed in the lost verses.
Verse 65. Rules for a sphere.
Type of problem. To calculate the surface (S) and the volume (V) of a sphere,
whose diameter is d.
Solution.
Sv = 3d2

+

3d 2
20

(roughly),

V = Sd-;- 6,

where Smay be either S 8 or Sv.
Note. It seems that this formula for Sv, which is meant for rough or practical
( sthula/vyavaharika)
calculation, is based on the correct formula, S = 1rd2 , with the
rough value, 3, for 1r, and that the last term, 3d 2 /20, was added as a correction since 3
was too small for 1r. This formula implicitly corresponds to 1r = 63/20 = 3.15 = 3; 9.
This last expression in the sexagesimal notation suggests another possibility, namely,
that it is an approximation to 1r = 3; 8, 54 employed in Verse 64 above. See also Verse
70° below. Verse 65 is followed by a prose sentence, which states: Sv = (315), Ss =
314; 50, Vs = 524; 47, and by a figure, in which d = 10 and all the results obtained
from it are shown, although the value of Sv is missing in the manuscript. The digits
for Vs seem to be corrupt since we would have: V8 = S 8 d -;- 6 = 524; 43, 20.
Verses 66-68. Rules for a segment of a circle.
Type of problem. To calculate, in order, the "arrow" or height ( h), chord (a) and
"bow" or arc (b) in a "bow-like figure" (capa-kfetra) or a segment of a circle, whose
diameter and circumference are respectively d and c, from the rest.
Solution.

(a/4)x5xc
a +4d

2
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Note. For the last formula, see Gupta 1967 and Hayashi 1991.
Verse 69. Example. The verse itself requires to calculate h from d = 10 and a = 8; a
from d and h; d from a and h; and b from them. But the manuscript simply lists the
four values once each: d = 10, h = 2, a = 8, b = 9; 15. Note: Actually b ~ 9; 18, 25,
since c = 31; 29 for d = 10 (see under Verse 64).
Verse 70. Rule for a segment of a circle.

Type of problem. To calculate the area (E) of a bow-like figure or a segment of
a circle.
Solution. An accurate area is:

Note. This is treated as an accurate formula by Giridhara, but actually it is
even worse than his "gross" area, Ev, which is given in the next verse. It is not
known how this formula, Es, was obtained, but it seems to be an approximation by
where e is a side of a right-angled
a rectangle whose orthogonal sides are e and
triangle whose hypotenuse and remaining side are respectively arb and h:

ih,

where

e2

+ h2 = ( a ;

2

b)

Verse 70 a. Rule for a segment of a circle.

Type of problem. To calculate the area (E) of a bow-like figure.
Solution. A gross ( sthula) area is:
a+h
E =h·--+h·--·-.
V
2

a+h
2

1

20

Note. This formula has been attributed to Kesava of Nandigrama by his son
Gal).esa in his commentary, Buddhivilasinf,
on the Lflavatf, and the verse for Bv
cited by Gal).esa has been repeated verbatim in the Ga'f},itapancavirr,sf ascribed to
SrTdhara. See Hayashi 1995b, 242-244. This formula, too, implicitly corresponds to
1r = 63/20 = 3.15 = 3; 9. Cf. Verse 65 above.
Example. Given: h = 25, a = 87, b = 105. Solution: Bs = 1545,
Bv = 1470. Note: Actually, B 8 = 1544; 47, 38, ... ~ 1545. The given values of a
and b seem to have been obtained from d = 100 and h = 25. In fact, we have
a = 86; 36, ... and b = 105; 10, ... , since c = 314; 50 for d = 100. See under Verse 72
for the same circle.
Verse 71.

Verse 73ab. Rule for the area of a fish-like figure (matsya-k 9etra).
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Type of problem. To calculate the area (C) of a "fish-like figure", which is a
plane figure made of two equal "bow-like figures" or segments of a circle.
Solution.

C=2B.
In the calculation of B, the central line from the tail to the mouth of the fish is
taken to be the chord (a) common to both segments.
Verse 72. Example. Given: the central line = 66 (= a), the "bow at the belly"
= 73 (= b), the "arrow" = 25 (which is the greatest height of the fish, = 2h).
Solution: C = 1156 (sic). Note: This answer must be corrupted. Actually, we have:
2B 8 = 1139; 26, 39, ... , and 2Bv = 1030; 18, 45. The given values of a and b seem to
have been obtained from d = 100 and h = 12; 30. In fact, we have a = 66; 8, ... and
b = 72; 22, ... , since c = 314; 50 ford= 100. See under Verse 71 for the same circle.
Verse 73cd. Rule for the area of a moon-digit-like figure (candra-kala-k~etra).
Type of problem. To calculate the area (D) of a "moon-digit-like" or crescentshaped figure, which is a plane figure delimited by two "bows" or arcs of two different
circles.
Solution. The area in question is regarded as approximately equal to that of a
"bow-like figure", whose chord and arc are respectively the lower (shorter) "bow"
and the upper (longer) "bow", that is,

D=B.
Verse 74. Example. Given: b1 = 209, b2 = 105, h = 50. Solution: D = 4960. Note:
If we assume a= b2 = 105 and b = b1 = 209 in the formulas given in Verses 70 and
70a, we have B 8 = 4960; 50, 48, ... and Bv = 4068; 45.
Verse 75. Rule for the area of a drum-shaped figure ( dundubhi-k~etra).
Type of problem. To calculate the area (E) of a "drum-shaped figure", which is
a plane figure like a half ellipse obtained by cutting an ellipse along its shorter axis.
Solution. The area in question is regarded as approximately equal to that of a
"bow-like figure", which is formed when one cuts it into two equal parts along the
longer axis and then combines them along the shorter axis. That is to say, when
one takes twice the "side" to be the "bow" (b), half the "mouth" (mukha) or the
top, horizontal line to be the "arrow" (h), and twice the "ear" (sruti/kar'f}a) or the
depth to be the "chord" (a), then

E=B

8•
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Verse 76. Example. Given: "mouth" (2h) = 50, "side" (b/2) = 52;30, "ear" (a/2)
= 43;30. Solution: E = B 8 = 1545. Note: The "bow-like figure" calculated here is
exactly the same as the one in Verse 71.

IV.8

Rules for shadows

(vv. 77-80)

Verses 77 and 79ab. Rules for the shadow of a
Type of problem. There is a lamp on a post
and a gnomon (heights) at a certain distance
the gnomon is made by the lamp. One of the
the rest are given.

gnomon illuminated by a lamp.
(height d) standing on a flat ground,
(b) from the post. A shadow (c) of
quantities is to be calculated when

(d - s) : b = s : c.
Solution.
C

bs
-s

= -d--,

d

bs

b = c(d - s).
s

= - +s,
C

Verse 78. Example. Given: b = 32, d

= 60, s = 12 arigulas. Solution:

c

= 8 arigulas.

Verse 79cd. Rule for the height of a bamboo stalk.
Type of problem. To calculate the height (v) of a bamboo stalk when its own
shadow (length b) together with a gnomon (height s) and its shadow (length c) is
given.
S

C:

= b:

V.

Solution.

v=-.

bs
C

Verse 80. Example. Given: b = 160, s

IV.9

= 10, c = 4. Solution:

v

= 400.

Rules for magic squares (vv. 81-86)

Verses 81-84- Rules for magic squares.
Type of problem. To make magic squares, that is, to arrange the natural numbers,
1 to n 2 , in a square in such a way that the sums of the numbers in each column, in
each row, and in each diagonal, are equal to each other. The constant sum (s) can
be expressed as n(n 2 + 1)/2.
Solution (with notes). Giridhara gives one rule each (1) for quasi-magic squares
made of the numbers, 1 to n 2 , where the sum of the numbers in every column is
equal to the constant sum; (2) for magic squares of odd order (n = 2k + 1); and
(3) for magic squares of even (that is, evenly-even) orders (n = 4k). (4) For magic

Takao Hayashi
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j
n+j+l
2n + j + 2

2
n+3
2n+4

n-2
2n -1
3n

n-l
2n
2n+ 1

n
n+l
2n+2

n 2 -3

n2 - 2

n 2 -1

a·.
t,J
n2

(n - l)n + 1
Figure

(n-l)n+j-1

26: Construction

of the quasi-magic square of order n.

squares of oddly-even orders (n = 4k + 2), he only gives an example.
(1) Rule for quasi-magic squares (Verses 81-82cd). Starting from the top-left
corner, proceed to the right, filling each cell of the rows with the numbers, 1, 2, 3,
... ; when a row is completed, step down to the cell immediately below the cell just
filled; when the last (n-th) cell of a row is filled and if the row is not yet completed,
return to the first cell of the same row (Fig. 26). In a square arranged in this way,
the sum of the numbers in each column is equal to the constant sum, although it is
not yet a magic square. Let ai,j be the j-th element in the i-th row of the square.
Then,

ai,j = J(i,j) = (i - l)n + i + j -1

for

i + j:::; n + 1,

ai,j=g(i,j)=(i-2)n+i+j-l

for

i+j2:n+2.

Therefore,
n

Lai,j
i=l

n-j+I

= L
i=l

n

J(i,j) +

L

( 2

)

g(i,j) = n n 2+ 1 .

i=n-j+2

This rule holds true for a square of any order as has been stated by Giridhara
(Verse 82), and the manuscript actually gives quasi-magic squares of orders 3 to 9
(Figs. 7-13 in Section II).
(2) Rule for magic squares of odd orders (n = 2k + 1) (Verses 82cd-83). Put
the numbers of the first column of the quasi-magic square in the cells of the central,
(k + 1)-th, column of a new square. Fill the j-th column to the left of the central
column (inclusive) with the numbers of the j-th column of the quasi-magic square
after having shifted the numbers of the upper (j - 1) cells to the bottom of the
column (Fig. 27). When the left border of the square is reached, go to the right
border and proceed again towards left. The result is a magic square (Figs. 14, 16,
18, 20 in Section II).
This method is unique to Giridhara, although the same magic squares can
be obtained by means of the Oblique-Move Method taught by Narayai:ia in his
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(k - j

+ 2)

(k

+ 1)

aj,j
aj+l,j

aj-l,j

Figure

27: Transformation of a quasi-magic
magic square (n = 2k + 1).

square into a

Ga'f},itakaumudi (A.D. 1356) (see Hayashi 1986, xxvi-xxviii; 1988, 649-650). The
same magic squares can also be obtained by rotating Thakkura Pheru's (ca. A.D.
1315) magic squares of odd orders, which he made by a method unique to him (see
Hayashi 1986, vi-vii; 1988, 652-653).
(3) Rule for magic squares of evenly-even orders (n = 4k) (Verse 84). Giridhara
states the rule for magic squares of evenly-even orders very briefly in one verse (Verse
84), only referring to two essential points of the procedure, namely, (i) that one starts
from "the first cell" and proceeds "in one direction" and then "in the direction to the
left", and (ii) that one writes numbers "in pairs". The details of the procedure are
not clear, but what Giridhara intends here is probably the Diagonal Method taught
by the anonymous author of a 12-th century Arabic manuscript (Fatih 3439, see
Sesiano 1980, 191-192) and by Manuel Moschopoulos (ca. 1265-1315) (see Tannery
1920, 42-49; Sesiano 1998, 385-386). It is as follows (the left-right relation is reversed
in the Arabic manuscript).
Divide the square of n 2 cells into k 2 small squares of 16 cells each and mark the
diagonal cells of each small square (Fig. 28). Then, starting from the cell on the
top-left corner, proceed to the right on each row, filling only the marked cells with
the corresponding numbers beginning with 1. When the cell on the bottom-right
corner is filled, proceed in the reversed way, filling the empty cells with the remaining
numbers in ascending order. The square obtained is a magic square (Figs. 15 and
19 in Section II).
(4) A magic square of order 6. Giridhara does not give a general rule for magic
squares of oddly-even orders (n = 4k + 2), but simply shows a magic square of order
6 without explanation (Fig. 17 in Section II). I have not so far been able to find
this magic square elsewhere in Indian literature, but an analysis shows that it is a
bordered magic square made by means of the Frame Method of Islam. The method
employed by Giridhara was presumably as follows.
The first ten numbers, 1-10, are arranged on the border or frame consisting of
20 cells in such a way that only one of the two ends of each row, of each column,
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28: Diagonal Method for evenly-even magic squares.

8
13
3
10
Figure

11
2
16
5

14
7
9
4

1
12
6
15

29: Islamic square used by Giridhara
his square of order 6.

as the core of

and of each diagonal is filled with a number. The next sixteen numbers, 11-26, are
arranged in the inner square of 4 x 4 cells according to the pattern of a magic square
of order 4 already known. The inner square itself, therefore, is a magic square of
order 4 with the constant sum, 74. The last ten numbers, 27-36, are again arranged
on the frame in such a way that the sum of the two numbers at both ends of each
row, of each column, and of each diagonal, is equal to n 2 + l.
Exactly the same magic square of order 6 occurs in a small compendium on
bordered magic squares compiled by a Mul_iammad ibn Yunis and contained in a
12-th century Arabic manuscript (Hiisrev Pasa 257, see Sesiano 1991, 18, Fig. 8).
He describes, in terms of the moves of chessmen, how to construct the magic square
of order 4 (Fig. 29) employed here as the pattern for the inner, core magic square,
and then states four methods for constructing the borders (or frames) of oddly-even
magic squares, the first of which produces the border of Giridhara's square of order
6 (see Sesiano 1991, 16-17).
The same magic square of order 4 (Fig. 29) was frequently used by al-Bun1 (d.
1225) and al-Zinjan1 (ca. 1250) as a basic pattern for talismans (Figs. 30 and 31) (see
Ahrens 1922, 162, etc.; Sesiano 1981, 260-264). Al-Bun1 ascribes it to Plato (see
16
21
11
18
Figure

19
10
24
13

22
15
17
12

9
20
14
23

30: Al-Bun!'s magic square with s
(1,30,30,5).

66 for Allah
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70
199
78
6

199

3
81
198
71

31: Al-Zinjanfs magic square for Ja,far (3,70,80,200)
withs=
353.
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5
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21
3
31
9

27
13
17
7

1
23
11
29

32: A magic square of order 4 with s = 64 in the
Ayasofya manuscript.

Ahrens 1922, 164; Bergstrasser 1923, 228), while al-ZinjanI, like ibn Yunis, describes
its construction in terms of the moves of chessmen (see Sesiano 1981, 258).
In a small Arabic treatise on magic squares, assignable to the beginning of the
11th century, which is contained in a 13th-century manuscript (Ayasofya 4801), the
same magic square (Fig. 29) is constructed by means of a kind of Diagonal-Horse
(or Knight)-Move Method, which the anonymous author prescribes for evenly-even
magic squares in general (Sesiano 1996, 118-121 with Figs. 14 and 15). The same
pattern is employed in that treatise in order to construct a magic square of order 4
(Fig. 32) and the core of a magic square of order 6 (Fig. 33), both with the numbers
in an arithmetical progression; the pattern of the latter's border, however, is different
from that of Giridhara's.
It is also used as the core of the Islamic square of order 6 (Fig. 34) incised with the
Inda-Arabic numerals on an iron plate, which has been discovered at the ruins of the
palace of the Chinese prince of Anxi (fl. 1278) (see Martzloff 1997, 365). The reversed
form (mirror image) of the same magic square was used also by Moschopoulos as the
basic pattern for the squares of order 4 constituting magic squares of evenly-even
orders (Fig. 35) (see Tannery 1920, 48-51; Sesiano 1998, 388-390).
A magic square of order 6 having a border very close to that of Giridhara's is
19
61
57
3
5
71
Figure

55
35
45
25
39
17

13
41
23
51
29
59

65
47
33
37
27
7

63
21
43
31
49
9

1
11
15
69
67
53

33: A magic square of order 6 with s = 216 in the
Ayasofya manuscript.
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7 23 12
8 13 26
5 20 15
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34: Islamic magic square of order 6 found in China.
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41
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8
61
3
58
24
45
19
42

9
52
14
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54
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12
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33
28

51
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56
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40
29

16
53
11
50
32
37
27
34

35: Moschopoulos' magic square of order 8.

found in al-KharaqT's (fl. 1100) work (Fig. 36) (see Sesiano 1995, 199), although its
core square follows the pattern, not of this Islamic square (Fig. 29), but of another
Islamic square of the Fatih manuscript mentioned above, which has the reversed
form (mirror image) of Giridhara's square of order 4 (Fig. 15 in Section II).
I have pointed out elsewhere that that Islamic square (Fig. 29), with a rotation
of 90°, coincides exactly with one of the four possible forms of the original square
reconstructed from Varahamihira's (ca. 550) irregular magic square of order 4 (Fig.
37) (see Hayashi 1987). But neither the Islamic square of order 4 itself nor the
Frame Method have so far been found in any other Sanskrit works including those
of Naraya9a and Thakkura Pheril.
Verses 81-84 are followed by illustrations of "the quasi-magic squares" of orders
3 to 9, and of the magic squares of orders 3 to 9 (see Figs. 7-20 in Section II).

Verse 85. Example. A king's equal donations of 81 towns to his 9 devotees. Given:
The properties of the 81 towns are expressed by the natural series, 1,2,3, ... , 81.
6

4
30
29
10

32
Figure

28
14
19
15
26
9

34
24
17
21
12
3

36: Al-Kharaqi's

2
25
16
20
13
35

36 5
11 33
22 7
18 8
23 27
1 31

magic square of order 6.
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37: Varahamihira's
withs=
18.

3
8

5

1

7
4
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8
3
6
1

irregular magic square of order 4

Solution: Although no explanation is given, the magic square of order 9 already
given is perhaps meant to be the answer to this problem. Each row (or column)
seems to be assigned to each devotee.

Verse 86. Rule for a magic square having any optional constant sum.
Type of problem. To construct a magic square of any order (n) having any
constant sum (s) with the numbers constituting an arithmetical progression.
Solution. Divide the given "quantity" ( riisi) or the constant sum ( s) by the sum
of the natural series up to (n 2 - 1) divided by the "line" (parikti), n; the quotient
is the common difference of the arithmetical progression to be used. Next, divide
the remainder of the division by the "line"; the quotient is the first term of the
progression. Then, fill the square with the numbers of this progression according to
the pattern of the magic square of order n already known.
Note. Let a and d be respectively the first term and the common difference of
the arithmetical progression to be used for the magic square. Since the sum of the
numbers arranged in the square is equal to the sum of the arithmetical progression,
ns =

n2

2
2 · {2a + (n -

l)d},

or

s = na

+

S(n2 - 1) . d,
n

where S(n) is the sum of the first n terms of the natural series (see Verses 41-43
above). Hence follows the above rule. Narayai:i-a ( Ga'f},itakaumudz,bhadragai:i-ita,
v.9), on the other hand, rewrites the above equation as:

a=

-S(n 2 - l)d
2
n

+ ns
,

and obtains integer solutions (a, d) by means of the rule of pulverizer (kuttaka) (see
Hayashi 1986, xi; 1988, 677). In reality, however, Giridhara's rule is equivalent to
Narayai:i-a's, since Giridhara's "division" of s by S(n 2 -1)/n includes, so to speak, an
extended division, where the remainder is greater than the divisor. See the following
examples.
Four examples for Verse 86 (see Figs. 21-24 in Section II).
(1) Given n = 3 ands= 300. Solution: a= 20 and d = 20. Note: S(n 2 -1)/n =
36/3 = 12. Hences= 300 = 12 x 25 + 0, but Giridhara takes: 300 = 12 x 20 + 60,
and 60 = 3 x 20. The numbers are arranged according to the pattern of Fig. 14.
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(2) Given n = 3 and s = 51. Solution: a = 5 and d = 3. Note: Here also
S(n 2 - 1)/n = 12. Giridhara takes: 51 = 12 x 3 + 15, and 15 = 3 x 5. According to
the pattern of Fig. 14.
(3) Given n = 4 ands= 300. Solution: a= 15 and d = 8. Note: S(n 2 - 1)/n =
120/4 = 30. Giridhara takes: 300 = 30 x 8 + 60, and 60 = 4 x 15. According to the
pattern of Fig. 15.
(4) Given n = 4 and s = 50. Solution: a = 5 and d = 1. Note: Here also
S(n 2 -1)/n = 30. Hence 50 = 30 x 1 + 20, and 20 = 4 x 5. According to the pattern
of Fig. 15.

IV.10

Concluding

remarks

(vv. 87-89)

In the first of the three concluding verses, Giridhara enumerates three characteristic features of this work. (1) This book treats algebraic topics without employing
algebraic symbolism. Most books of patI (algorithm) have more or less the same
characteristic, but it is elaborated in this work, especially in Section 4 on "Miscellaneous operations", which includes various linear equations. (2) This book contains
formulas that can be used in everyday life. With the formula given in Verse 79cd,
for example, we are able to know the height of a bamboo without using mechanical
instruments (yantra) other than a simple gnomon. (3) This book is concise but is
easy to understand.
The remaining two verses contain ordinary colophonic statements. That is, Giridhara hopes that this work, with corrections if necessary, will continue to be used by
people forever.
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Appendix

A:

List of word numerals

203

used by Giridharabhatta

The references in the following list are to the verse numbers.
0 = abhra, 78; kha, 74, 80
1 = ku, 41, 46; bhu, 25; rupa, 50cd
2 = ak~i, 27; yama, 27
3 = gul).a, 27; rama, 41; vahni, 76
4 = abdhi, 31, 58ab, 67; yuga, 76; veda, 80
5 = ak~a, 25, 76; vi~aya, 27; sara, 27, 74
7 = naga, 27
8 = gaja, 27; naga, 39
10 = dis, 39, 74, 76; disa, 21
11 = siva, 25
12 = arka, 25, 31, 53; bhanu, 39
13 = visva, 18
14 = manu, 18
15 = dina, 39
16 = ~ti, 80; n:rpa, 53
20 = nakha, 29, 65, 70a, 74
25 = tatva/tattva, 18, 71, 72
32 = rada, 78
33 = amara, 58ab

Appendix

B:

List of abbreviations

used in the manuscript

The word, udaharaJ).a ("example"), which introduces verses for examples, is consistently abbreviated uda. The other abbreviations are sporadically used in the answers
to the examples or in the figures attached to them. The references in the following
list are to the verse numbers.
a = asva, 23, 25, 27, 29
uda = udaharaJ).a, 18, et passim.
ko = koti, 57
ga = gaja, 27, 39
ja = jana, 34
trai = trairasika, 34
traira = trairasika, 34
di = dina, 49, Sled
Ill=
nna, 39
parµcara = paiicarasika, 34
pha = phala, 34, 74, 76, Fig. 6
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ma= mal).ikya, 39; = masa, 34
yo= yojana, 47
ra = ratha, 39
ru = rupa, 23, 25, 27, 29
va = vajin, 39
vya = vyasa, Fig. 2
sa = sara, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5
sa1p. = sarikalita, 44
saptara = saptarasika, 34
su = suk~ma, 65; = sutra, Fig. 4

Appendix

C:

Figures

in the manuscript

I reproduce here sewn figures from the manuscript. Six of them (Figs. la-6a) are
from the section on plane figures and one (Fig. 17a) from the section on magic
squares. They correspond to Figs. 1-6 and 17 in Section II.

::{q,c"i!)Cl"*
~q,-~~'-'d

:( ll
I (.(_c I

ma si"i.rai-i <1>
~ l.,\~tJI

Figure

Figure

la: Circle and sphere.

2a: Arc and chord in a circle.
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Figure 3a: Segment of a circle.

Figure 4a: Fish-like figure.

Figure 5a: Moon-digit-like (crescent-shaped)

Figure 6a: Drum-shaped

figure.

figure.
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17a: Magic square of order 6.
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